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concerning the 
conclusion,.on behalfof.th~·  Community, of the · 
- United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification 
(presented by the Commission) EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
'  ·, 
1.  In  accordance  with  the  recommendations  of  the  United  Nations  Conference  on 
Environment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de Janeiro in June 1992, the 47th 
session of  the UN. General Assembly set up an Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee 
(INC-D) to prepare an international Convention to Combat Desertification, especially in 
Africa.  · 
The Committee completed negotiations on the drafting of  the Convention in the course of 
five sessions between May 1993 arid June 1994. The final text and four regional annexes 
were adopt,ed in Paris on 17th June 1994.  .  " 
2.  · The Commiss.ion  took  part,  on behalf of the  Community,  in  the  negotiations  on  the 
drafting of  the Convention in accordance with the negotiating directives conferred on it by 
the Council on 13 June 1994.
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3.  On 14 October 1994, the Convention Was signed in Paris on behalf of  the Community by  , 
the persons duly empowered for that purpose b)lthe Council Decision of  4 October 1994.
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4  On 26 December 1996, the Convention came into force in accordance with its Article 36, 
"on the nin~tieth day after the deposit of  the fiftieth instrument of  ratification, acceptance, 
approval or accession.·~ 
5.  The aim of  the Convention is to combat deserti'fication and mitigate the  effects of  drought 
in:  those  countries  experiencing. serious  drought  and/or  desertification,  particularly  in 
Africa, through effective action 'at all levels,  supported by international cooperation iilld 
partnership arrangements, in the framework of  an integrated approach which is consistent 
with  Agenda· 21,  with  a  view  to  c6ntributi11g  to  the  achievement  of  sustainable 
development in affected areas. 
-1:he Convention consists of  40 Articles _and four regional Annexes covering arrangements 
for  its  implementation  in ·Mrica,  Asia,  Latin  America  and  the  Caribbean  and  in  the 
northern Mediterranean. 
6.  The  Convention  constitutes  both  an  intemational  treaty  conceming  the  environment 
within  the  European  Union  and  an · instrument  for  the  promotion  of intemational 
development oooperation. 
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Doc.  S~C  (94} 557 final  . · 7.  The Convention's fields of  application fall, partly at least, within the Community's spheres 
of competence, firstly as  regards environmental protection legislation, particularly under 
Council Regulations and other Community initiatives, notably in the area of Community 
science  policy  to  combat  erosion  and  desertification,  and  secondly,  as  regards 
development cooperation?  in particular· in the framework of the Lome Conventions, the 
Latin America; Asia and Mediterranean Regulations and other Community instruments 
dealing specifically with development cooperation. 
The  Community  is  therefore  competent  to  conclude  the  aforesaid  Convention.  The 
conclusion of  the Convention by the Member States and the Community will enable them 
to meet all  conditions ensuing from it and ensure greater consistency,  coordination and 
complementarity. 
8.  Since Article 34 of the Convention requires the Community and  its  Member States to 
decide on their respective responsibilities for the performance of  their obligations in terms 
of  ratification of  the Convention, the Commission strongly advocates that the Community 
and  its  Member  States  conclude  the  said  Convention  by  depositing  their  respective 
instruments of  ratification, each according to its respective sphere of competence. Several  . 
Member States have indeed already done so
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Conclusion of the Convention by the Community and  its  Member States  should  help 
prepare  the  ground  for  the  implementation  of the  Convention  at  international  level, 
thereby  contributing to  the  protection of the environment in the countries  affected  by 
drought and/or desertification, and to the achievement of  sustainable development leading · 
to an improvement in the living conditions of  the communities concerned. 
9.  ·  The measures  prescribed  by  the  Convention  come  under  the  heading of Commu~ity 
environment  policy  and  development  cooperation  policy  instruments.  The  Council 
Decision therefore has as its legal bases in Articles 130r(4) and 130y, in conjunction \Vith 
Article 228(2) and the first subparagraph of Article 228(3) of the Treaty establishing the 
European Community. 
3  Tet~ Member States have, as  at 5 May 1997, ratified the Convention. They are 
Netherlands, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Spain, Portugal, Germany, United Kingdom, 
Luxembourg and Greece. Proposal for a· Council Decision concerning the conclusion,  on  behalf of the 
Community, ofthe United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification 
The Council of the European Union, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Community,  and  in  particular 
· Articles-130r(4) and 130y, in conjunction with ArticTe-228(2) and the first subparagraph-of Article 
228(3) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,  ' 
I· 
Having regard to the opinionofthe European Parliament,' 
Whereas the Commission participated on behalf of the Community  in the negotiations  for  the 
preparation of an  International  Convention to  CombatDesertification in  accordapce  with  the 
mandate conferred on it by the Council;· 
-Whereas that Convention was signed on behalf of  the Community in I'aris on 14 October 1994;·  .  . 
Whereas  the  aim  of that Convention  is  to  combat  desertification .  and  mitigate the effects  of 
drought in  those  countries  experiencing  serious  drought  and/or  desertification,  particularly  in 
.Mrica,  through  effective  action  at  all  levels,  supported  py  international  cooperation  and 
partnership arrangements, in the framework of an integrated approach with a view to contributing 
to the achievement of  sustainable development in affected areas; 
Whereas desertification is a major environmental problem caused by complex interactions among 
physical, biological, political, social, cultural and economic factors; 
Whereas  the  Community  has  adopted. measures,  including  legislative  acts,  and  supported 
initiatives in the areas governed by the Convention and  it  is  its  duty to  affirm and stand by its 
commitment iri this field at international level; 
Whereas  the  Community's  policy  on  the  environment  contributes  to  the  promotion,  at 
international  level,  of nieasures  designed .to  tackle  regional  or  global · environmental Issues, 
including desertification; 
\ 
· Whereas_  the  Community's  policy  on  development  cooperation  enc;our_ages  the  sustainable 
economic and social  development of developing countries,  particularly the most disadvantaged 
among them, and the eradication of poverty in the developing countries, n:vo of  the objectives also 
pursued by the Convention; 
Whereas the Convention includes provision to help set up environmental protection initiatives and 
thereby combat d,esertification in the northern Mediterranean; whereas, therefore, such measures 
will help tackle regional environmental issues;  _ Whereas the Community's scientific and  technological research policy contributes significantly 
towards the conservation of the environment and  oombating desertification, notably through its 
specific  programmes  for  Scientific  and  Technological  Cooperation  with  Third  Countries  (in 
particular through INCO-DC which caters for cooperation with Developing Countries) and also 
through Global Change activities of  the EnviroQ.Illent and Climate programme; 
Whereas the conclusion of  the Convention may be taken into account  for the· future adoption of 
measures relating to special initiatives in the area of  economic and social cohesion; 
Whereas, according to their respective spheres ..  of competence, the Community and the Member 
States cooperate with third countries and relevant international organizations; 
· Whereas the conclusion of  the Convention by the Community will help achieve the objectives laid 
down in Articles 130a, 130b and 130u ofth~  Treaty,  · 
HAS ADOPTED tHIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
The United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification in those countries experiencing serious 
dro~ght and/or  desertification,  particularly  in  Africa,  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf of the 
Community. 
The full text of  the Convention is contained in Annex I. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council is hereby authorized· to appoint the person(s) empowered to deposit 
the instrument of  ratification of  the Convention with the Secretary-General of  the United Nations, 
in accordance with Article 34 of  the Convention. 
Such person(s) shall at the same time deposit the declaration of  competence attached as Annex II. 
Done at ... ;  ............ , ................... .. 
For the Council, 
The President '  c 
c  ' 
Annex I 
(Full text of  the Convention) 
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UNITED  NAT~ONS CONVENTION  TO  COMBAT  DESERTIFICATION 
IN  THO~E  .· COtitn'RIES  EXPERIENCING  SERIOUS  DROUGHT 
AND/OR  DESERTIFICATION,  PARTICULARL~ IN  AFRICA 
The:Parties t9 this Convention, 
'.Affirming that human  beings  in affected or threatened areas are at· the 
centre of concerns to  ~ombat desertification and mitigate the effects of 
drought;· 
Reflecting the _urgent  concern of  the_  international community,  including 
states and  international organizations·,  about  the adverse  impacts. of 
desert-ification .and drought,  ·  ·  · 
Aware that arid,  semi.:arid and dry sub-humid areas. together account  fo·r  a 
significant proportion of the Earth's land area and are  the habitat and _source 
of livelihood for a  large segment  of its population, 
.  ~  .  •  '  .  '  t 
Acknowledging that desertification and drought ·are problems  of global 
jimension  i~ that they affect all regions  of the  world and that  joint action of 
the  international-~ommunityis needed to combat  desertif.icat.ion and/or ll\itigate 
· ·the effects of  ~rought, 
. Noting the high concentration of developing countries,  notably· the least 
developed countries,  among  those-experiencing serious drought and/or 
qesertification,  and  the particularly_ tragic consequences of  these-phenomena ·in 
Africa, 
-Noting also that desertification is caused by  complex interactions  among 
physical, ·bi?logical,  political,  social,  cultural and  economic  factors, 
Considering the  impact  o·f  trCiqe .and rei  evant. aspects. of international 
economic  rel•ations on  the ability of affected countries  to combat_  . 
~deser'tification adequat,ely, 
Conscious that sustainable economic  grow!:h,  social development.and poverty 
eradication are priorities of affected developing countries,  particularly in 
Africa,  and are essen-tial  to meeting· sustainability objectives,_. 
Mindful  that desertification and drought affect sustainable development 
through their interrelationships with important social problems  such as. poverty, 
poor health and nutrition,  lack of  food security,  and those arising from 
migration,  displacement of persons  and demographic dynamics, 
··Appreciating the significance of  the  p~st efforts and experience .of States 
and  international organizations in combating desertification and nii,tigating the 
effects oLdrought,  particularly in implementing  the  Plan of Action to  Combat, 
Desertification which  was  adopted at the United Nations  Conference  on 
·Desertification in 1977, 
Reali'zing that  1  despite efforts in the past  1  progress  in· combating 
desertificatio~ and mitigating  the effects -of  drough._t  has not met.expectations 
and that  a  new  and more  effective approach is.needed at. all levels -~ithin.the 
framework .of  sustainable development, 
. -1-. Recognizing the validity and relevance of decisions  adopted at the United 
Nations  Conference  on  Environment  and  Development,  particularly of Agenda  21  and 
its chapter 12,  which provide  a  basis for  combating desertification, 
Reaffirming in this light the  commitments  of developed countries as 
contained in paragraph 13  of. chapter  33  of Agenda  21, 
Recalling ~eneral As~embly resolution 47/188,  particularly the priority in 
it prescribed for Africa,  arid all othe·r· relevant United·· Nations  resolutions, 
decisions and programmes  on desertification and. drought,  as well as relevant 
declarations by African .countries and  those  from other regions, 
Reaffirm~ng the Rio Declaration ori  Environment  qnd Development  which 
states,  in its Principle  2,  that States have,, in accordance with the Charter of 
the United Nations  and  the_principles of international law,  the sovereign right 
to exploi·t their own  resources pursuant  to their own  environmental  and 
developmental ·policies,  and  the responsibility to ensure that activities  .. within 
their jurisdiction or control  do  not  cause  damage  to the environment'• of other 
States or of areas  beyond  the limits of national  ju:dsdiction, 
Recognizing that national Governments play a  critical role in combating 
desertification and mitigating the effects of drought  and that progress  in that 
respect depends  C?n  local 'implementation of action programmes  in affected areas, · 
Recognizing also the  importance  and necessity of. international cooperation 
and partnership in combating desertification and mitigating the effects of 
drought, 
Recognizing further  the  importance of  the provision to  affecte~ developing 
countries,  particularly in  Af~ica,  of effective means,  inter alia substantial 
financial  resources,  including new  and additional  funding,  and access  to 
technology,  without  which it will be difficult for  them  to implement  fully their 
commitments  under this Convention, 
Expressing concern over  the  impact of desertification and drought on · 
affected countries  in Central Asia and  the Transcaucasus, 
Stressing the  important role played by  women  in regions affected by 
desertification and/or drought;  particularly in rural areas· of developing 
countries,  and the  importance  of  ensuring the full participation of both men  and 
women at all levels in programmes  to  combat  desertification and mitigate the 
effects of drought, 
Emphasizing the special role of  non-governmental  organizations and other 
major groups  in programmes  to  combat desertification and mitigate the effects of 
drought, 
/ 
Bearing in mind the  relationship between desertification and other ·. 
environmental problems of global  dimension  facing  the international and national 
communities, 
Bea7ing also in mind the  contribution that'combating desertification can 
make  to achieving the objectives of  the United Nations  Framework  Convention or. 
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climate Change.,  the .Convention on Biological Divers-ity and other related 
environmental  conventions, 
Believing tha.t strategies to _combat  deserti~ic:ation and mi.tig:a·.te  the  .. 
effects of. drought will be  most effective if they are based on.  soWld· systematic 
observation and rigorous scientific knowledge and if ~ey  are  con~inuously re- -
evaiuated, 
Recognizing the urgent need to improve the effectiveness and c:oo.rdination · 
of ·international  cooperat~on to facilitate the implementation of.  nat~onal plans 
and priorities, 
Determined to take appropriate action in combating desertification 'and 
mitigating the effects of' drought for the benefit of:  present and future. 
generations  •; 
Have agreed as follows:  '  . 
PART'.I · 
INTRODUCTION 
Article  1 
Use  o£  tenns 
For the purposes of this Convention: 
(a)  "desertification" means  land degradation in arid,  semi_.arid and dry 
sub-hutllid areas  resulting ·from ··various factors,  including climatic 
variations and  human activities; 
(b}  . "combating desertification"  includes activities which are part of. the· 
integrated· development of land in· arid,  semi-add and dry· sub-humid 
areas  for sustainable developm€mt  which are aimed at:;_  · 
(i)  prevention and/or.reduction of land degradation; 
(ii)  rehabilitation of partly degraded land;  and 
(ii;i.l  reclamation of de_sertified land; 
··(c)  "drought"  means  the naturally occurring phenomenon that exists when 
precipitati~n has  beem significantly below no·rnial.  recorded! levels, 
causing serious hydrological  imbalances  that' adversely affect land 
resource production systems; 
(d)  "mitigating the effects ofc drought"' means activities rela.ted to. the 
prediction ·of  drought. and intended to reduce  the vulnerability of 
society and natural. systems to drought  as  it: relates to·· combating 
desertification; 
-3'-(e)  i•land"  means  the terrestrial bio-productive system that comprises 
soil,  vegetation,  other biota,  and the ecological  a~d hydrological 
processes that operate within the  syst·em; 
(f)  "land degradation"  means  reduction or loss,  in arid,  semi-arid and  d~ 
sub-humid areas,  of the biological or economic productivity and 
complexi~y of rainfed cropland, -irrigated cropland,  or range,  pasture. 
forest and· woodlands· resulting-from -land uses or from  a  process or 
combinationof processes,  including processes arising from  human 
activities ~nd habitation pat"terns,  such as: 
(i)  soil eros:ion caused by wind and/or water; 
(ii)  deterioration of  the physical,  chemical  and biological or 
economic properties of soil;  and  . 
(iii)  long-term loss of  na~ural vegetation; 
(g)  "arid,  semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas"  means  areas,  other than 
polar and sub-polar regions,  in which the ratio of annual 
precipitation to potential evapotranspiration falls within the  range 
from  0.05  to 0.65; 
(h)  "affected areas"  means  arid,  semi-arid and/or dry sub-humid areas 
affected or threatened by desertification; 
(i)  "affected countries"  means  countries whose  lands  include,  in whole  or 
in part,  affected areas; 
. (j)  -"regional  economic  integration organization'!  means  an organization 
constituted by sovereign States of a  siven region which has  competencE 
in respect of  matters~governed by this Convention and has  been duly 
authorized, in accordancewithits internal procedures,  to sign, 
ra,tify,  accept,  approve .or  accede  to this Convention; 
(k)  "developed country Parties".means developed country Parties and 
regional  economic  integration organizations constituted by developed 
countries. 
'Article 2 
Qbjectiv~ 
1.  The objective of  this Convention is to combat  desertification and 
mitigate the effects of drought  in coun_tries _experiencing serious drought  and/01 
desertification,  particularly in  Afr~ca,  through effective action at all levels, 
supported by international cooperation.  and partnership arrangements,  in  the. 
·framework of an integrated approach  which is consistent with Agenda  21,· with  a 
view to contributing to the achievement of sustainable development  in affected 
areas. 
( 
2.  Achieving this objective will  involve  long-term integrated strategies 
that focus  simultaneously,  in affected  ar~a.s,  on  improved productivity of  land, 
and the rehabilitation,  conservation .and sustainable management  of  land and 
-4-,..-. 
water res-ources,. leading to  improved living conditions,  in particular at the 
conununity level;. 
Article 3 
Principles 
In order to ac::hieve  the objective of. this· Convention and  t()  implement  its 
provisions,  the Parties-Shallbe guided,  inter alia,  by.the  tollo:wing: 
(a)  the Parties spould ensure that decisions·· on the design and 
implementation. O·f  programmes  to  COmbC!-t  desertification and/or mitigate 
.the effects of drought are taken with the partiqipation of populations 
and local  communities  and that an _enabling' environment  is crea.ted at 
higher levels to facilitate action-at national  anci local levels; 
{b)  the  Par_ties .'shoui<;l,  in a·· spirit of· international solidarity and 
partnership,  improye cooperation and coordination at·  subregional, 
regional  and  international levels,  and better focus  financial, .human, 
organizational· and ;technical resources  where  they are needed; 
(c)  the  Parti~s.  should develop,  in a  s~pirit of partnership;  cooperation 
among  all levels of government,·cottimunities,  non-governmental 
·organization~ and landholders  to establish a better understanding of 
~he nature and value of  land ·and  scarce water resources  in affected· 
areas  and to work  towards  their sustainable use;  and 
{d)  the ·Parties should take  into full  consideration the special needs  and 
cj,rcumstances  of  affecte<:l developing country Parties,  particularly the 
least developed among  them. 
PART  II 
GENERAL  PROVISIONS 
Article  4 
.General  obiigations 
.  . 
1.  The  Parties shall. implement  their obligations under  this Convention, 
individua_lly ·or .jointly,  .either through existing pr prospective bilateral and 
multiiate~al arrangements  or a  combination thereof,  as appropriate,  emphasizing 
the need to coordinate efforts and develop  a  coherent  long-term strategy at all 
levell;l. 
2.  In pursuing the objective of this Convention, ."the  Parties shall.: 
(a)  adopt  an-integrated approach addressing the physical,  biological  and 
socio-economic aspects of the  proce~ses of desertifibation and 
drought; 
-5-(b)  ·give due attention,  within the relevant international, and regional 
bodies,  to the situation of affected developing country Parties with 
regard t·o .i-nternational  trade,  marketing arrangements  and debt with a 
view to ·establishing an enabling international economic  environment 
·conducive to the promotion of sustainable development; 
(c)  · .in:teg.rate .strategies for poverty eradication into efforts  t·o  combat 
desertification and mitigat'e  the. effects of drought; 
·{d)  promote·  coope~ati·on among affected ·country Parties in the fields of 
·environmental protection .and the conservation of land and water 
resources,  as they .relate to ·desertification and drought; 
le)  :str·engthen sUbregional,  .:reg~onal and  internatio~al cooperation; 
lf) ·  •cooperate within relevant intergovernmental organizations; 
(g)  determine  l.nstitutional mechan.isms"  if appropriate;  keeping  .. in mind 
·the need .to avoid dupl:ica.tion,;  .and 
(h)  · promote  the use of existing bilateral and multilateral· financial 
mechanisms :and arrangements  that mobilize and channel substantial 
·financial resources to :affected developing country Parti·es in 
combating dese:E:-ti.fi•cation :and mi·tigating the effects of drought. 
3.  Aff,ected developing ·country Parties are eligible for  assist~nce in the 
impl·ementa:ti·on ·Of  the Conven.t.iori. 
Article  5 
Obligations of affected .coun:tzy Parties 
In addit.ion to their obligations pursuant to article 4,  affected country 
Parties :under.take  to: 
(a}  <giv·e  due priority to comba·ting deser.tification and mitigating the 
·ef.f~c·ts ·of drought,  and allocate adequate  resources  in accordance  with 
their cir·cumstances  and capabilities; 
:(b)  ·establish strategies and priorities,  within  the. framework  of 
sus.tainable development plans and/or policies,  to combat 
. deser.tification and mitigate the effec.ts of drought; 
(c)  address  the underlying causes of desertification and pay special 
attention to the· .socio-economic  factors  contrib1,.1ting to 
desertification processes; 
{d)  promote awareness  and facilita.te  the participation of local 
populations,  particularly women  and youth,  with  the  support of 
non-gove·rnmental  organizations,  in efforts to combat  desertification 
and mitigate the effects of drought;  and 
'(e)  provide an  enabl.ing  environment. by strengthening,  as appropriate, 
relev.ant existing legislation and,  where  they do  not exist,  enacting 
new laws  and establishing long-term policie.s and acti·on programmes. 
-6-Article· 6 
Obligations of developed country Parties 
In addition to their-general obligations 'pursuant to article k,  developed 
co~trYJ  Parties· undertake· to:  · · · 
(a) . 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
actively support,  as  agree~,  individually or· jointly,  the.efforts of 
affected developing country· Parties,  particularly those. in Africa,. and 
the least developed countrie·s,  to combat  desertification. arid  mitigate 
the effects  of.~rought; 
provide substantial financial  resources  and other forms  of support  to 
assist affected developing  country Parties,  particularly those  in 
Africa,  effectively to  d~velop and  implem~nt their own  long-terin plans 
and strategies to combat  desertification and !llitigate the effect·s of 
drought; 
promote  the mobilization· of .new  and additional funding-pursuant  to 
artiGle  20,  paragraph  2  (b); 
encourage  th~ mobilization of  funding  from  the private sector and 
other non-government·al  source~;  and 
promote  and facilitate access by affected country Parties, 
particularly affected-developing .country Parties,  to appropriate. 
technology,  knowledge  and  know-how. 
Article  7 
Priority for Africa 
In implementing this Convention,  the Parties shall give priority to 
affected African country Parties,  in the light of. the particular situation 
prevailing in that region,  while not negiecting affected developing country 
·Parties in  other regi9ns. 
Article  8 
Relationship with.-other conventions· 
1 ..  The  Parties shall encourage  the coordination of activities carried out 
under this Convention and,·  if· they are Parties to them;  Under othe'r  r_elev~nt 
international agreements, ·particularly the United Nations .Framework 'Convention 
on Climate  Change  and·the Convention on Biological- Diversi.'ty,  iri order to derive 
maximum  benefit  from activities-under each agreement  while avoiding duplication 
of effort.  .The  Parties shall encourage  the ·conduct  of!  joint programmes, 
l?_articularly in -the  fields of research,  training,  systematic observatior. ·and 
information-collection and exchange,  to .the extent that such· activities may 
contribute to achieving  the objectives of tae agreements  concerned. · 
-7-2.  The  provisions  of  this  Convention  ·shall  not  affect  the  rights  and 
obligations  of  any  Party deriving  from  a  bilateral,  regional  or  international 
agreement  into  which  it  has  entered  prior  to  the  e~try  into  force  of  this 
Convention for it. 
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P~T III 
ACTION  PROGRAMMES,  SCIENTIFiq  AND  TECHNICAL  · 
COOPERATION  AND  SUPPORTING  MEASURES 
Section 1:  Action programmes 
Article 9. 
Basic approach 
.  1.  In carrying out their obligations pursuant to article 5,  affected 
d~velopingcountry Parties an,d  any  oth~r·affected country 'Party in the  framework. 
of its regional  implementation annex or,  otherwise,  that has  notified the  -
Permanent Secretariat in writing of its intention to prepare a  national action 
programme,  shall,  as approp:riate,  prepare,  make  public and  implement national 
action programmes,.utilizing· and building,  to the extent possible,  on existing· 
relevant successful plans and programmes,  and subregional  and  regio~al actiop 
programmeS  1  as  the central _element  of the strategy to· COmbat  desertificat~on an,d-
mitigate the effects of drougnt.·  Suchprogrammes shall be-updated through  a 
continuing  pa~ticipatory, process  on the ba'sis of lessons  from ·field action,  as 
well  as  the· results of  research.  The preparation of national action programmes 
shall be  closely interlinked' with -other effort's. to formulate national policies 
for sustainable development. 
/ 
2.  , In the provision by developed country Parties of dif,ferent  forms ·of 
assistance Under the· terms  of article 6,  priority shall be given to supporting, 
as agreed,  national,  sUbregional  and regional action programmes  of affected 
developingcountry Parties, -particulaJ;"ly .those in Africa,  either directly or 
-through relevant, multilateral organizations or both. 
3.  The  ~arties shall 'encourage organs,  funds  and programmes  of  the Uili.ted 
Nations  system and other.relevant  intergovernmental organizations,  academic 
institutions,  the_· scientific community and non-governmental  organizations in· a 
position to cooperate,  in accordance with their mandates  and capabilities,, to . 
s;upport  the elaboration,_ impleq~entation and  follow'"-up  of action programmes. 
· Article 10 
National  action programmes 
1.  The  purpose of national action programmes  is to identify  .,the  factors 
contributing to desertification and practical measures  n~cessary to combat 
dese~tification and mitigate the effects  of_drough~. 
'  ,, 
-2.  National action -programme·s  shall specify the  respective roles of 
government,  local communities  and  land users  and  the resources available and. 
needed.  ~hey shall,  inter alia: 
(a)  incorp~rate long-term strategi·es  to  combat·  des~rtification and 
mitigate· the effects of drought,  .emphasize  implementation and be 
integrat~d with national policies  for sustainable develop-ment; 
-9-(b)  . allow for modifications  to be  made  in response  to changing 
circumstances  and be sufficiently flexible at the local level  to cope 
with different socio-economic,  biological and geo-physical  conditions; 
(c)  give particular attention to the  implementation of preventive measures 
for  lands  that are not  yet degraded or which are on!y slightly 
degraded; 
(d)  enhance national climatological,  meteorological  and hyqrological 
capabilities and the means  to provide for drought  early warning; 
(e)  promote policies.and strengt}?.en institutional  frameworks  which develop 
cooperation and· coordination,  in a  spirit of partnership,  between  the ., 
donor  community,  governments  at all levels,  local populations and 
community groups,  and facilitate access  by local populations  to 
appropriate  inform~tion and  technology; 
(f)  "provide  for effective participation at the local,  national and 
regional  levels of non-governmental  organiz.ations  and local 
populations,  both women  and  men,  particularly resource users, 
including  farmers  and pastoralists and their representative 
organizations,  in policy planning,  decision-making,  and  implementation 
and  review of national action programmes;  and 
(g)  require regular review of,  and progress  reports  on,  their 
impl  emen tat  ion  .. 
3.  National  ac"tion programmes may  include',  inter alia,  some  or all'of the 
following measures  to prepare for  and mitigate the effects of diought: 
(a)  establishment  and/or strengthening,· as appropriate,  of early warning 
systems,  including local and national facilities  and  joint systems at 
the subregional  and regional. levels,  and mechanisms  for .assisting 
environmentally displaced persons; 
(b)  strengthening,..of  drought preparedness and managemep.t,  inc;luding 
drought  contingency plans at· the local,  national,  subregion.al  and 
regional  levels,  which  take into consideration s.easonal  to  interannual 
climate predictions; 
(c)·  est~blishment and/or  str~ngthening,  as  appropriate,  of  food  security 
systems,  including storage  and marketing  ~acilities,  particularly in 
rural areas; 
-(d)  establishment of alternative  li~elihood projects that could provide 
incomes  in drought prone areas  i.  and 
(e)  development  of  sustainable irrigation programmes  for  both crops  and 
livestock. 
4.  Taking  into account  t~e circumstances  and ,requirements  specific to 
each affected country Party,  national action programmes  include,  as  appropriate, 
inter alia,  measures  in  some  or all of  the  following priority fields  'as  they 
relate to  combating desertification and mitigating the effects of drought  in 
affected areas  and to their populations:  promotion of alternative  livelihood~ 
and  improvement  of national  economic  environments  with  a  view  to strengtheni· 
-10-· ·programmes  aimed.at  the eradication of poverty and at ensuring  food  security; 
demographic _dynamics;  sustainable management  of natural· resources;  sustainable. 
agricultural pracctices; -development  and efficient use  of various  energy sources; 
institutional and legal  frameworks;  strengthening of  capabilities for as.sessment 
anp  systematic observation,. ·including hydrological  and meteorological  services, 
and capacity building,  education and public awareness. 
-·  Article 11 
Subregional  and regional  action programmes 
.  .  .  . -
Affected-country Parties shatl consult and cooperate  to· prepare,· as 
appropriate,  in accordance with releva[lt·regional  implementation annexes, 
subregional  and/or regional action programmes  to harmon_ize,  complement and 
increase the efficiency of national programmes.  The  provisio·ns of article 10 
shall apply mutatis mutandi.s  to subregiona·l  and  regional  progrannnes.  Such 
cooperation may  include agreed joint programmes  for the.sustainable management. 
of  transboundary natural resources,· -scientific and  technical  cooperation,  and 
strengthening of relevant institutions.  ,--
I_ 
··International  cooperation_ 
., 
Affected country Parties, . in collabo.ration with other Parties arid  the 
international  community,_  should cooperate  to ensure  the promotion of  an  enabling 
international environment  in the implementation of  the Convention.  Such 
cooperation s.hould also cover fields of  technology transfer as_ well  as 
scientific resear<;:h  and development,  information .collection and dissemination 
and financial  resources. 
Article  13 
Support  for the· ·elaboration .and implementation 
of action programmes 
1.  Measures  to support action programmes  pursuant  to article 9  include, 
inter alia: 
(a)  fin~ncial cooperation to provide predictability for action programmes, 
a~lowing for necessary long-term planning; 
-'- . 
(b)  elabora·~ion and use  of cooperation mechanisms  which better enable 
support at  the local level,  including action through  nori-gpvernmental· 
organizations,  in order to  promote  the  replicability.of successful 
~ilot programme  activities  wh~re relevant; 
(c)  increased flexibility in project design,  funciil'!g  and  implementation in 
keeping with  the experimental,  iterative approach indicated for 
participatory action at the local  community level;  and 
-11-(d)  as appropriate,  administrative and budgetary procedures  that increase. 
the efficiency of cooperation and of support programmes .. 
2.  In providing such support  to affected developing  country Parties, 
priority shall be givent6 African country Parties and to least developed 
country Parties. 
Article ·14 
Coordination  in  the elaboration and 
implementation of action prOgrammes 
'  ·.  .  . 
1.  The  Parties shall work  closely together,  directly and  t~rough relevant. 
inte~governmental organizations,  in the elaboration and  implementation of action 
programmes. 
2.  The  Parties shall develop operational mechanisms,  particularly at the 
national· and field levels,  to ensure  the. fullest possi}:)le  coordination among 
developed country. Parties,  developing country Parties and  relevant 
intergovernmental and non-governmental  organizations,  in.order to avoid 
duplication,  harmonize  interventions and approaches,  and maximize  the  impact  of 
assistance.  In affected developing country Parties,·priority will be given to 
coordinating activities related to international cooperation in or:der  to  · 
maximize  the efficient use of  resources,  to ensure  n!sponsive  assistance,  and to 
facilitate the  implementation of national action programmes  and priorities under 
this Convention. 
Article 15 
Regional  implementation annexes 
Elements  for  incorporation in action  programme~ shall be  selected and 
adapted to the  socio-economic,  geographical and climatic factors  applicable to 
affected country Parties or regions, ·as well as to their level of development. 
Guidelines  for  the preparation of.action·programmes  and their exact focus  and 
content for particular subregions  and regions  are set out  in the regional 
implementation annexes. 
Section 2:  Scientific and ·technical cooperation 
Article 16 
1
, 
Information  collection,  analysis and  exchange 
The  Parties agree,  according  to their respective capabilities,  ·to integrate 
and coordinate  the collection,  analysis  and  exchange of  relevant short term and 
long  term data  and  information to ensure  systematic observation of  land 
degradation in affected areas ·and  to understand better and assess theprocesses 
and effects of  drought  and desertification.  This  would  help accomplish, 
·inter ali"a,  early warning and advance  planning for periods of adverse climatic 
variation in a·form suited for practical application by users at all levels, 
-12-\ 
including.especially local populations.  To  this end,  they shall,  as 
appropriate:_ 
(a)  facilitate and strengthen.the fUnctioning of  the global network of 
institut?-ons  and. facilities for  the ·collection, . analysis  and exchange 
of  information,  as well as'for systematic-observation. at all levels, 
which shall,  inter. alia:  •' 
(i) ·  aim to .use  compatible standards and systems; . 
. (ii.).  encompass  relevant data and stations.,  including' in remote areas  i 
(iii)  use  and disseminate modern  technology_for data collection, 
transmission and assessment on landdegradation;  and 
{iv)  link national,  subregional  and r·egional  data  and  informatipn 
centres more'closely with global  informati~n sources; 
(b)  ensure that the collection,  analysis and exchange of.information 
address  the needs  of local . comrminities  and  those of decision makers', 
with a  view to resolving specific problems, 'and that local  commUnities 
are  involved in these ~ctivities; 
{c)  support and further develop biiateral and multilateral programmes  and 
projects aimed. at defining,  conducting·,  assessing and. financing  the 
collection,. analysis  and  exchange. of data and  information!: including, 
inter alia,  integrated sets of physical,  biological,  social and 
economic  indic.ators  i 
., 
(d)  make.  fu~l use of the expertise of .compe'tent 'intergovernmental  and 
non-governmental  organizations,  particularly to disseminate relevant 
information arid  experiences  among  target groups  in different regions'; 
(e)  give full weight  to. the collection,  analysis  and  e?<change  of  socio-
economic  data,  and their integration with physical.  and· biological 
data; 
. {f)  exchange  and make  fully,. openly and promptly a.,;,.ailable. information 
from all publicly available  ~ources relevant to combating 
desertification and mitigating the effects df drought; ·and 
'  (g)  subject to their respective national legislation and/or policies, 
exchange .information .on local and traditional knowledge, .ensuring 
adequate protection· for it and p:t'oviding  appropriate return from .the 
benefits-derived from it, on an equitable basis  and  on mutually agreed 
term~~ ·to the local populations  concerned.  ·  . 
-13-Article  17 
Research and  development 
1.  The  Parties  undertake,  according  to  their  respective  capabilities.  to 
promote  technical  and  .  scie~tific  cooperation  in  the  fields  of  combating 
desertification and mitigating the effects of drought through appropriate national, 
subregional, . regionaL .and:· international  i~stituti.ons.  To  this  end,  they  shall 
support  research activities that: 
(a)  c,ontribute  to  increased  knowledge  of  the  processes  leading  to 
desertification and drought .and  the impact of,  and distinction between, 
causal  factors,  both  natural  and ·.human,  with  a  view  t_o  combating 
desertification  and. mitigating  the  effects  of  drought,  .and  achieving 
improved  productivity  as  well  as  sustainable  use  and  management  of 
resources; 
(b)  . respond  to well'-defined objectives, ·address  the specific rteeds  of local 
populations  and  lead  to  the  identification  and  implementation  of 
solutions that improve the living standards of people in affected areas; 
(c)  protect, integrate,· enhance and validate traditional and local knowledge, 
know-how  and  practices,  ensuring,  subject  to .their respective national 
legislation  andjor  policies,  that  the  owners  of  that  knowledge  will 
directly benefit on an equitable basis and on mutually agreed terms from 
any  commercial  utilization of it or  from  any  technological  development 
derived  from  that knowledge; 
(d)  develop· and  strengthen  national,  :;ubregional  and  regional  research 
capabilities  in  affected  developing  country  Parties,  particularly  in 
Africa,  including the development of local skills and  the.strengthening 
of appropriate capacities,  especially. in countries with a  weak research 
base,  giving particular attention to multidisciplinary and participative 
socio-economic  research; 
(e)  take  into  account,  where  relevant,  the  relationship  between  poverty, 
migration caused by environmental  factors,  and desertification; 
(f)  promote  the  conduct  of  joint  rese.atch  programmes  between  national, 
subregional,  regional and international research organizations, .in both 
the  public  and  private  sectors,  for  the  development  of  improved, 
affordable  and  accessible  technologies  for  sustainable  development 
through effective participation of local populations and .c:ommunities;  and 
(g)  enhance  the availability of water  resources in affected areas,  by means 
of,  inter alia,  cloud-seeding.· 
2.  Research  priorities for  particular  regions  and  subregions,·· reflecting 
9-ifferent. local  conditions,  should  be  included  in  action  programmes.  The 
Conference  of  the  Parties  shall  review  research  priorities  periodically  on  the 
advice of the  Committee  on  Science  and  Technology. 
-14--Articl'e  18 
-Transfer,  acquisition,  adaptation and 
development  of technology 
(b)  facilitate access,  ih particular by affected ~eveloping country Parties,-
on favourable  terms,  including  on  .con~essional and  preferential  terrils, 
as mutually agreed,  taking into account the need to protect ~ntellectual 
property rights,  to technologies most suitable to practical application 
for specific needs of local po-pulations,  paying special attention to the 
social,  cultural,  econom:i,c  and environmental  impact of such technology; 
'  .  .  .  .  .  . 
(c)  facilitate technology cooperation ~mong affected country Parties through 
financial  assistance or other appropriate- means; 
(d)  extend technology cooperation with ~ffected developing country Parties, 
including,  where  relevant,  joint v~ntures,  especially to sectors which 
foster alternative livelihoods;  and:  · 
(e)  'take  a'ppropriate  measures  to  create  domestic,  market' cond,itions  and 
tncenti  ves,  fis~al or otherwise,  conducive to the development,  transfer, 
acquisition and adaptation of  sui-table-technology,  knowledge,  know-'how 
and  practices,  including  measures  to  ensure . adequate  and  effective 
protection of intellectual property ,right!;.  · · 
-2.  The  Parties  shall,  according  to  their. respective- capabilities,  and 
subject to their r~spective national legislation and/or policies, protect, promote 
and  use  in  p~rticular relevant traditional and local technology,  knowledge,  know-
how  and pract'ices  and,  to that end,  they undertake  to:  -- · ·  · 
(a) 'make  inventories  of  such 'technology,  knowledge,  know-how  and  practices 
and their potential uses with the participation of local populations, and 
disseminate  such  information,  where  appropriate,. in  cooperation with 
relevant  intergove~~ntal ·and non-goverrunental.organizations; 
(b)  ensure  that  such  technology'  knowledge.  know-how  and  practices  are 
adequately protected and that local populations benefit  di~ectly,  on an 
equitable basis and as mutually agreed,  from any commercial utilization_ 
of them or from  any technological  development derived therefrom;  · 
..:.15-(c)  encourage and actively support  the  improvement  and dissemination of 
such technology,  knowledge,  know-how  and practices .or of the 
development of new  technology based on  them;· and 
(d)  facilitate,  as appropriate,  tha adaptation .of  such technology, 
knowledge,  know-how and practices  to wide  use and integrate them with  ' 
modern  technology,  as appropriate  . 
..  --
Section 3:  Supporti~g measures 
Article 19 
Capacity-building,  education and 
public awareness 
1.  The  Parties recognize  the significance of  capacity-:Oiiilding  .. that is 
to say,  institution-:-building,  training and development·of  relevant local and 
national capacities  - in efforts to combat desertification and mitigate the 
effects of drought.  They shall promote,  as appropriate,  capacity-building:. 
(a)  through the full participation at all levels of local people,. 
particularly at the local level,  especially women  and youth,  with the 
cooperation of non-governmental  and local organizations; 
(b)  by strengthening training and  research capacity at the national  level 
in the field of desertification ·and  drought; 
(cj  by  establis~ing and/or strengthening support and  extension services  to 
disseminate relevant  technology methods  and  techniques  more 
effectively,  and by training field agents  arid  members  of rural 
. organizations in participatory approaches  for  the cons.ervation and 
sustainable use of natural  resources; 
(d)  by fostering the use and dissemination of  the knowledge,  know-how  and 
practices of local people  in technical  cooperation programmes, 
wherever possible; 
(e)  by  adapting~  where  necessary,  relevant environmentally sound 
technology and traditional methods  of agriculture and pastoralism to 
..  modern  socio-economic conditions; 
(f)  by providing appropriate  training and  technology in the  use of 
alternative energy sources,  particularly renewable energy resources, 
aimed particularly at reducing dependence  on  wood for .fuel; 
(g)  through cooperation,  as mutually agreed,  to strengthen the  capacity of 
affected developing country Parties to develop and  imple~ent 
programmes  in the field of collection,  analysis  and  exchange of 
information pursuant  to article 16; 
.,.16-{h) 
·{ i) 
{ j) 
{k) 
through innovative ways of promoting alternative livelihoods, 
including_ training in new skills; 
by training of decision makers,  managers,  and personnel. who  are 
responsible for the collection and analysis of data'for the 
dissemination and use of early warning  information.on drought 
conditions and .for food production;. 
through mar~ effective operation of existing nationa_l .inst;i.tutions and· 
legal. frameworks·  and,··'\'fher~· necessary,  creation of. new ones, .along· 
with  str~ngthening of strategic planning and management;  and 
by 
in 
of 
means  of' exchange visitor p_rograitimes  to enhance capacfty-building, 
affected country Parties  through  a  long-term,  interactive process 
learning_and study.  ·  · 
.2.  Affected devefop'ing country Parties shall conduct;  in cooperation with 
other Parties and competent  intergovernmental ·and non-gpvernmental 
organizations,  as  appropd:ate,· an interdisciplinary review of ·available capacity·" 
•and  facilities at the local •  anQ.  national  levels  1'  and the potential for 
trengthening  them. 
3;  The  Parties·shall cooperate with each other and  through competent 
intergovernmental organizations, as well as· with non-governm'ental  organizations, 
. in undertaking an<;i  supporting public awareness. and educational  prograriunes. in 
both affected and, ·where  relevant,  unaffected· country Parties to promote 
ooderstandingo~ the  cal,lses  arid effects of desertification and drought  and of 
tlte  importance  o~ meeting the  objecti~e of  this  Convention.·  To  that end,  they 
shall: 
(a)  organize awareness  campaigns  ~or the general public; · 
.  .  . 
·(b).  promote,  on  a  permanent basis, ·a:ccess  by the public to relevant 
information,: and wide  public participation in education an'd  awareness 
activities;  "  . 
. (c)  . encourage  the· establishment of associations  that contribute to public. 
awareness; 
{d)  develop and· exchange educational  and public a.warene_ss  material,  where 
possible in l'oca·l languages, .exchange  and second experts to tra'in 
personnel of  affected developing  co~try. Parties· in carrying out 
relevant education and awareness  programmes,  and fully utilize 
·relevant·educ:ational material available in competent-international 
.bodies;· 
(e)  assess educational needs  in a!fected areas,.elaborate'appropriate 
school  cur:dcula and  expand,. as  needed,  educational. and adult literacy 
programmes  and. opportunities  for. all,  in particurar . for girls and.  . 
women,  on  the  identification,  'conservation and sustainable use  and 
management  of  the natural  resources  of  affected·area~;  and. 
·(f)  develop interdisciplinary particip?t'-1ry programmes  integrating 
desertification and drought  awareness . 5.nto .educational  systems  and  in 
non-formal, · adult,· distance and p't'actical · educationai programmes. 
-17-4.  The  Conference of  the Parties shall establish and/or strengthen 
networks  of  regional  education and  training.centres  to combat  desertification 
and mitigate the effects of  d-rought.  .These  networks  shall be coordinated by an 
institution created or designated for.that purpose,  in order to train 
scientific,  technical and  m~nagement personnel and  to  str~ngthen existing 
institutions responsible for education and  training in affected country Parties, 
where  appropriate,  with a  view to harmonizing programmes  and to organizing 
exchanges  of experience  among  them.  These networks  shall cooperate closely with 
relevant  intergovernmental  and non-governmental  ~rganizations to:avoid 
duplication of effort". 
Article 20 
Financial- resources 
1.  ·Given the central  importance of  financing  to  the achievement "of  the 
objective of the Conyention,  the  Parties,  taking into account their 
capabilities,  shall make  every effort to ensure that adequate  financial 
resources are available for programmes  to  combat  desertification and mitigate 
the effects of drought. 
2.  In this connection,  developed country Part_ies,  while givirig priority· 
to affected African country Parties wi_thout  neglecting affected developing . 
co~try Parties  i1,1  other regions,  ii').  accordance with article 7,  undertake  to: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
mobilize substantial  financial  resources,  including grants  ai').d 
concessional  loans,  in order to support  the  implementation of 
pr~grammes to combat  desertification and mitigate the effects of 
drought; 
promote  the mobilization of adequate,  timely and predictable financial 
, resources,  including new  and additional  funding  from  the Global 
Environment Facility of  the agreed incremental  costs of  those 
activities concerning desertification that relate to its four  focal 
areas,  in conformity with the  relevant provisions of  the  Instrument 
- establishin~ the Global  Environment  Facility; 
facilitate through international cooperation the transfer of 
technol9gy,  knowledge  and  know-how;  and 
explore,  in  coo~eration with affected  deve~oping country Parties, 
innovative methods  and  incentives  for mobilizing  an~ channelling 
resources,  including those of  foundations,  non-governmental 
organizations  and other private .sector entities,  particularly debt 
swaps  and other innovative means  which increase  financing by reducing 
the  external debt burden of affected developing  country Parties, 
particularly thosi in Africa. 
3.  Affected_ developing  country Parties,  taking into account  their 
capabiliti~s,  undertake  to mobilize  adequate  financial  resources  for  the 
implementation of their national action programmes. 
4.  In mobilizing financial  resources,  the  Parties shall seek full  use  a 
continued qualitative  improvement  of all national, .bila.teral and multilateral 
-18-funding  sources and mechanisms,  using .consortia,  joint programmes· and parallel 
financing,· and shall seek to involve private sector funding  sources and 
mechanisms,  including those of non-governmental  organizations.  To  this·end,  ~he 
parties shall fully utilize the operational mechanisms  developed pursuant  to 
article 14. 
s.  -In order to mobilize  the financial  resources necessary for affected 
developing country· Parties to combat desertification and mitigate  the effects of  _ 
~rought,  the Parties shall: 
(a) ·  rationalize and ·strengthen the  management  of resources already  .. 
allocated. for  combating desertification and mitigating the effects of 
drought  by using  them more  effectively and efficiently,  assessing, 
their successes  and shortcomings,  removing  hindrances  to their  ' 
effective use and, ·where- necessary,  reorienting programmes  in light of· 
the  integrated long-term approach adopted pursuant to this _Convention; 
.  .  . 
(b)  gi•ve  due priority and attention within the governing- bodies  . .of 
m~ltilateral financial  institutions,· facilities and· funds,  including--
regional development obanks  and  funds,  to supporting affected· 
developing  country Parties,  particularly those in Africa,  in 
activities which advance  implet;nentation of  the  Conven.t:i:on,  notably 
action programmes  they undertake  in the · framework  of  region_al 
·implementation annexes;  and  ·  · 
(c)  examine  ways  in which  regional ··and  ~ubregional cooperation can be 
strengthened to support efforts undertaken at the  national  level. 
6.  pthe_r Parties are encouraged to provide,  on  a  voluntary, basis, 
knowledge,  know-how  and  techniques  related to qesertif'icatiort and/or financial 
res~urces to ·affected developing country Parties  . 
. 7 ..  The  full  implementation by affected developing country Pa:r;ties, 
particularly those in Africa,  of their obl,igatioris  under  the Convention will be 
greatly assisted by  the  fulfilment  by developed  country Parties of  their 
obligations_under the  Convention,  including in particular those  regarding 
financial  resources· and  transfer of  t·echnology.  In fulfilling their 
obligations,  developed country Parties should take  fully.into.account .that 
economic  and social development  and poverty eradication .are  the first priorities 
of ·affected de.ve].oping ·country Partiei;l;  particularly those  in Africa. 
Article  21 
Financial  me_chanisms 
1.  The- Conference  of  the  Parties shall promote  the availability of 
financial  mechanisms  and shall encourage  such mechanisms  to seek to maximize  the 
ava.i.lal>Uity of  fundip.g  tor <:iffected developing  country Parties,  particularly 
those  .i.n  Africa,  ~o  ~mp;l,ement  the  Convention.  To  this  end,  the  Conference-of 
the  Parti.es  sh<'!.ll  qonsider  tor aooptioriinter alia approaches  and policies that: 
(a)  facilit<'l.t~  th,~ p'rovi!:lion  of necessary  funding at the national, 
sup:.;egiq:qal,  regiQnal  and global  levels- for activities pursuant to 
:r;elev<'l.n~  J?rovisj.om>  of  ~he Convention; 
-19-(b)  promote multiple-source  funding  approaches,  mechanisms  and 
arrangements  and  their assessment,  consistent with article 20; 
(c)  provide on  a  regular basis,  to interested Parties and relevant 
intergovernmental and  non-governmental organizations,  information on 
·available sources of  funds  and on  funding patterns in order to 
facilitate coordination among  them; 
(d)  ·f~cilitate the establishment,·as appropriate,  of mechanisms,  sui:::h  as 
national desertification funds,  including those  involving the 
participation of non-governmental  organizations,  to channel  financial 
resources  rapidly arid efficjently to the local level in affected 
developing country Parties; ·and 
(e)  strengthen existing funds  and  financial  mechanisms  at the subregional 
and regional  levels,  particularly in Africa,  to support  mor~ 
effectively the  implementation of  the Convention. 
2.  The  Conference of the Parties shall also encourage  the provision, 
through various  mechanisms ·within the :United Nations  system and  through. 
multilateral financial  institutions,  of  support at the national,  subregional  and 
regional  levels to activities that enable developing country·Parties to meet 
their obligations under  the  Convention. 
3.  Affected developing country Parties shall utilize,  and where 
necessary,  establish and/or strengthen,  national coordinating mechanisms, 
integrated in national  development  programmes,  that would  ensure the efficient 
use of all available financial  resources.  They shall also utilize participatory 
processes  involving non-governmental  organi,zations,  local groups  and  the private 
sector,  in raising funds,  in elaborating as  well  as  implementing  programmes  and 
in assuring access  to  funding· by groups  a·t  the local level.  These actions  can 
be  enhanced by  improved coordination and  flexible programming  on  the part of 
~hose providing assistance. 
4.  In order to increase  the effectiveness and efficiency of existing 
financial  mechanisms,  a  Global  Mechanism  to promote actions  leading to the 
. mobilization and channelling of substantial 'financial resources,  including for 
the transfer of technology,  on  a  grant basis,  and/or on  concessional or  o~her 
terms,  to affected developing country Parties,  is hereby established.  This 
Global  Mechapism shall function under the authority and guidance of the 
C~nference of  the  Parties and be  accountable  to it. 
5.  The  Conference of  the  Parties shall  identify,  at_its _first ordinary 
sessiQ.n·,  an organization .-to  house  the Global  Mechanism.  The  Conference of  the 
Parties and  the organization it has  identified shall agree  upon modalities for 
this Global  Mechanism  to ensure inter alia that such Mechanism: 
(a)  identifies and  draws  up  an  inventory of  relevant bilateral and 
multilateral  cooperation programmes  that are availab],e  to  implement 
the  Convention; 
(b)  provide~ advice,  on  request,  to Parties on  innovative methods  of 
fina~cing and  sources of financial  assistance and on  improving  the 
coordina~ion of  cooperation activities at the national  level; 
-20-~  .. 
{c)  . provides  interes·ted _Parties· and relevant  intergovernmental  and 
non-governmen_tal  organizations with  information on available sources 
of funds·and  on  funding patterns in or.der  to facilitate coordination 
among  them;  and 
{d)  reports to  the Conference of  the Parties,  beginning at its second 
ordi~ary session,  on its activities. 
6  ~- The  Conference of  the. .Parties shall,  at its. first session,  make 
appropriate arrangements  with the  organiz~.tion it has  identified to· house  the 
Global  Mechani,sm  for  the administrative operations of such Mechanism,  drawing  to 
the extent possible on existing budgetary and human  resources . 
.  7.  The  Conference of  the Parties ·shall,  at its 'third ordinary sessiori, 
review  the  policies~ 'operational modalities  and activities of  the Global 
Mechanism accountable  to it·pursuant toparagraph 4,  taking into account the-
provisions of-article 7.  On  the basis of this review,  it shall consider and 
take  ~ppropriate action. 
·. 
PART  IV 
.INSTITUTIONS 
· Article  2_2 
Con£erence  of  the Parties 
1.;  A  Conference of  the  Parties  is hereby established. 
2.  ~he_  Conference  of  the Parties is the  supreme  body of ·the  C.onvention. 
It shall make,  within its mandate,  the decisions necessary to promote its 
effective  implementation.  In particular,  it shall:  · 
(a)  regularly review the  implementa,tion of  the  Convention  and  the · 
· functio.ning of its institutional arrangements  in the light of  the 
experience gained at the national,  subregional,  regional  and 
irtternational  levels and on  the basis ·of  ·~;he  evolution of  scientific 
and teciD:?logical  knowledge; 
(b)  promote  and faciiitate the  exchange  of  information on  measures  adopted 
by the Parties;  and determine  the:_form  and  timetable for transmitting 
_  the  information to be  submitted pu·rsuant to article 26,·  rev'iew  the 
-reports  and. make  recommendations  on  them;  · 
(c)  es-tablish such subsidiary bodies  as  are  deemed  necessary for. the 
implementatio~ of  the  Convention; 
:  (d)  review  repq:tt;:s  submitted by its· subsidiary bodies  and provide guidance 
to  them; 
(e)  agree  upon  and adopt,  by consensus·,  rules'of procedure  and  financial 
rules  for itself and·any·subsidiary.bodies; 
-21-(f)  adopt  amendments  to the Convention pursuant  to articles 30  and  31; 
(g)  approve  a  programme  and budget  for its activities,  including those of 
its subsidiary bodies,  and  undertake necessary  a~~angements for  their 
financing; 
(h)  as  appropriate,  seek the cooperation of,  and utilize the  services of 
and  information provided by,  competent bodies  or  agenci~s,  whether 
national or international,  intergovernmental or non-governmental; 
(i)  promote  and strengthen the relationship with other relevant 
conventions while avoiding duplication of effort;  and 
(j)  exercise such other functions  as  may  be necessary for  the achievement 
of the  objec~ive of the  Convention. 
3.  The  Conference of the  Parties shall,  at its first session,  adopt its 
own  rules of prOcedure,. by consensus,  which shall include .decision-making 
procedures  for matters ·not  alrea~y covered by  decision~making procedures 
st;ipulated in the Convention.  Such procedures may  include  specified majorities 
required for  the adoption of particular decisions. 
4.  The  first session of the Conference of the  Parties shall be  convened 
by the interim secretariat referred to in article 35  and shall  take place not 
later than one  year after the date of entry into force  of  the  Convention. 
Unless  otherwise decided by the  Conference  of  the  Parties,  the  second,  third and 
fourth ordinary sessions shall be  held yearly,  and thereafter,  ordinary sessions 
shall  be held every two  years. 
5.  Extraordinary sessions of  the  Conference of the Parties· shall  be. held 
at such other times  as  may  be  decided either by  the  Conference of the  Parties in 
ordinary session or at the written request  of  any Party,  provided that,  within 
three months  of  the request being communicated to the Parties  by the  Permanent 
Secretariat,  it is supported by at least one  third '?f  the Parties. 
6.  At  each ordinary session,  the  Conference  of  the Parties shall elect  a 
Bureau.  The  structure and functions  of  the Bureau shall be  determined in the 
rules of procedure.  In appointing the  Bureau,  due  regard  sh?~-11  be paid to the' 
need to ensure equitable geographical distribution and adequate  representation 
of affected country Parties,  particularly those in Africa. 
7.  The  United Nations,  its specialized agenc·ies  and  any State member 
thereof or observers  thereto not  Party to  the Convention,  may  be  represented at 
sessions of  the  Conference of  the Parties as  observers.  Any  body or agency, 
whetlier.national or international,  governmental  or non-governmental,  which is 
qualified in matters  covered by  the Convention,  and which  has  informed  the 
Permanent Secretariat of its wish  to be  represented at a  session of  the 
Conference of  the  Part·{es. as  an observer;  may· be  so admitted unless at least one 
third of  the  Parties present object.  The  admission and participation·of 
observers shall be  subject  to the  rules of procedure  adopted by the Conference 
of  the Parties. 
8.  The  Conference  of  the  Parties  may  request  competent  national  and 
international organizations  which  have  relevant expertise to provide it 
with information relevant to article 16,  paragraph  (g),  article 17,  paragraph  l 
(c)  and article 18,  paragraph  2  (b). 
~22-·Article  23. 
Permanent  Secretaria~ 
1.  A  Permanent Secretariat·is hereby established. 
2.  The  functions  of the· ·Permanent ·Secretariat  ~hall be: 
(a)  to make  a~rangements for-sessions  of the Conference of the .Parties and· 
its sUbsidiary bodies  estab-lished under  the Convention and  to. prov:ide 
them with services as  required; 
(b)  to compile  and transmit  report_s  submitted to it; 
(c)  to facilitate assistance_ to affected developing  country Parties,  on. 
request·,  particularly those  in Africa,  in:  the compilation and 
commuriic.ation of information required under  the  Convention; 
(d)  to coordinate its activities with the secretariats of other.relevant 
international bodies  and  convi:mtions ;·-
.  . 
(e)  ·to enter,  under  the guidance  of  th~ Conference-of  the .Parties,  into 
such administrative  <~.nd  contractual-arrangements as  may  be  required 
for  the·effective discharge of its. functions;. 
(f)  to prepare reports on  the execution of its functions  under  this 
Convention and p-resent. them  to the Conf.erence  of  the· Parties;  and 
(g)  to perform such other f:iecretariat  functions  as  may  be  determined by· 
the Conference.of  the Parties. 
3.  The  Co~ference of the  ~arties, at its first session,  shall designate a 
Permanent_ Secretariat and  make  arrangements  for its functioning. 
Article  24 
Committee  on  Science. and Technology 
.  .  . 
1.  A  Committee  on Science and Technology is hereby established as  a 
subsidiary body of  th~ Conference  of  the Parties to provide it with information 
and advice on scientific and  technological matters relating to.cornbating 
des_ertification ·and mitigating the effects of drought.  The ·committee shall meet 
in .conjunction  wi~h the _ordinary sessions of  the  Conference  of  the  Parties' and 
shall be multidisciplinary and  open  to· the participation of all Parties  .. -It 
shall be  composed of government  representatives  competent  in the.relevimt fields 
of:expertise.  ·The  Conference of  the  Parties  sh~ll decide,  at its-first session, 
on  the  _terms  of reference of  the. Committee. 
2.  The  Conference  of  the  Parties shall  es~ablish and maintain  a  ·roster-of 
independent  experts with expertise  a~d experience in the  relevant  fields..  The 
roster shall. be  based ori,nominations·received in ·writing  from  the  Parties, 
"'23.-taking into account  the need  for  a  mu+tidisciplinary·approach and broad 
geographical  representation. 
- 3.  The  Conference of  the Parties may,  as. necessary,  appoint  ad hoc  panels 
to. provide it,  through  the  Committee,  with  information and advice  on  specific 
issues  regar~ing the state of  the art in fields of science and  technology 
relevant to combating desertification .and mitigating the effects of drought . 
.  These panels shall be  composed of experts  whose  names  are  taken  from  the roster, 
taking into account  the need· for  a  multidisciplinary approach and broad 
geographical  representation.  These  experts shall have  scientific backgrounds 
and  f.ield  experience  and shatl .be  appointed by the  Conference of  the Parties  ori 
the  recommendation of  the Committee.  The  Conference  of  the Parties shall decide 
on  the  terms  of  reference and  the modalities of work.of  these panels. 
Article  25 
Networking of institutions,  agencies  and bodies 
1.  _The  Committee  on  Science and Technology shall,  under the supervision 
of  the  Conference of  the  Parties,  make  provision  for  the undertaking of  a  survey 
and  evaluation of  the  relev.ant  existing networks,  institutions,  agencies  and 
bodies willing to become  units of  a  network.  Such  a  network  shall  support  the  . 
implementation of  the  Convention. 
2.  On  the basis of  the results of  the  survey and evaluation referred to 
~n paragraph 1,  the  Committee  on  Scien.ce  and  Technology shall make 
recommendations  to  the  Conference  of  the  Parties  on  ways. and  means  to facilitate 
and strengthen networking of  the units at the  local,  national  and other levels, 
with  a  view  to  ensuring that  the  thematic needs  set out  ir. articles 16  to  19  are 
addressed. 
'·'  3.  Taking  into account  these  recommendations, 
Parties shall: 
the  Conference of  tne 
(a)  identify those national,  s1..1:bregional,  regional  and  international units 
that  are  most  approp,iate.for networking,  and  recommend  operational 
procedures,  and  a  time-frame·,  for  them;- and 
(b)  identify the  units -best  suited to  facilitating and  strengthening such 
networking at all levels. 
PART  V 
PROCEDURES 
Article  26 
Communication  of information 
1.  Each  Party shall  com~unicate to the  Conference  of  the  Parties  for 
consideration at its ordinary sessions,  through  the  Perm~ncnt Secretariat, 
reports  on  the  measures-which it has  taken  for  the  implementation of  the 
-24-convention.  The  Conference pf the Parties shall determine  the.timetable for 
submission and  the  format  of such reports. 
2.  Affected coUntry Parties shall provide a  description of the strategies 
es.tablished pursuant to article  5  and· of any ·relevant information on their 
implementation. 
3.  Affected country Parties which  implement  action programmes  pursuant to . 
articles  9  to 15  shall provide a detailed description of the programmes  and of 
their implementation.  ·  ·  ·  · 
4.  Any  group ~f affected country Parties may  make  a  joint  communic~tion 
on measures  taken at the  subregional and/or regional  levels in the  framework  of 
act~on programmes . 
. 5.  ·oeveloped country Parties shall report on measures  taken  to assist in 
the preparation and  implementation of action programmes,  including  ipfor~ation 
on the financial  resources  they have  provided,. or are providing,  under  the 
Convention. 
6"'.  Information  __  communicated pursuant to paragraphs  1  to 4  shall be 
transmitted by the  Permanent  Secretariat as  soon as  possible to the Conference 
of the  Parties and to any relevant subsidiary body. 
7..  The  Conference of  the Parties shall facilitate the provision to 
affected developing countries,  particularly those  in Africa,  on  request,  of 
technical and  financial  support  in compiling and  communicating  information in 
accorda~ce· with this article,  as  well  as· .identifying the  technical  and ·financial 
needs  associated with action programmes. 
Article 27 
Measures  to resolve_.questions on  implementation 
The  Conference of the Parties shall consider and adopt  procedures and 
institutional mechan.isms  for  the resolution of  question~ that may  arise with' 
regard to· the  implementation· of the Convention.· 
Article  28 
Settlement of disputes 
1.  ~artie's shall settle any dispute between  them  concerning  the 
interpretat1.on or application of  the Convention  through negotiation or other 
peaceful  means  of their own  choice. 
2.  When  ratifying,  accepting,  approving,  or acceding  to the Convention, 
or ·at any time  thereafter,  a  Party which is not  a  regional  economic  integration 
organization' may  declare in a  written instrument  submitted to  the Depositary 
that,  in respect of  any dispute concerning the  interpretation or application of 
the Convention,  it recognizes  one  or both o.f  the  follo~ing means  of dispute 
settlement as ·compulsory in relation to any Party accep.ting the  same  obligation: 
-25-. 
./  ,. (a)  arbitration in accordance with procedures  adopted by  the  Conference 
the Parties in an annex as  soon as practicable; 
(b)  submission-of  the dispute to the  International Court of Justice. 
3.  A  Party which is a  regi9nal  economic  integration organization may  mal 
a  declaration with like effect in relation to arbitration in accordance  with tl 
procedure referred to in paragraph 2  (a) . 
4;  A declaration made  pursuant to paragraph  2  shall  remain in force  unti 
it expires  in accordance with its terms  or until three months after written 
notice of its revocation has been deposited with the Depositary. 
5.  The  expiry of.a declaration,  a  notice of revocation or a  new 
declar·ation shall not  in any way affect proceedings pending before an arbitral 
tribunal or the International Court-of Justice unless  the Parties to the disput 
otherwise agree. 
6.  If the Parties to a  dispute have not accepted the  same  or any  ' 
procedure pursuant to paragraph 2  and if they have  not been able  to settle thei: 
dispute within twelve months  following notification by one  Party to another  tha' 
a  dispute exists between  them,  the dispute shall be  submitted to_conciliation at 
the request of any Party to the dispute,  in accordance with procedures  adopted 
by the Conference of the Parties in an annex as  soon as practicable. 
Article 29 
Status of annexes 
1.  Annexes  form  an integral part of  the  Convention and,  unless expressly 
provided otherwise,  a  reference to the  Convention also constitutes  a  reference 
to its annexes. 
2.  The  Parties shall interpret the provisfons of  the  annexes  in a  manner 
that is in conformity with their rights and obligations under  the articles of 
this Convention. 
Articre  30 
Amendments  to the Convention 
1.  AnY .Party may  propose amendments  to the Convention. 
2.  Amendments  to the  Convention shall be  adopted at an ordinary session 
of  &he-Conference of the Parties.  The  text of  any proposed amendment. shall be 
communicated to'the Parties by the  Permanent  Secretariat at least six months 
before the meeting at which it is proposed for adoption.  The  Permanent 
Secretariat shall also communicate  proposed amendments _to  the signatories  to  the 
Convention. 
3.  The  Parties shall make  every effort to reach agreement  on  any proposed 
amendment  to the Convention by consensus.  If all efforts at consensus  have  been 
exhausted and no agreement  reached,. the  amendment  shall·,  as  a  last resort,  be 
adopted by  a  two-thirds majority vote of  the Parties present and voting at tl 
meeting.  The  adopted amendment  sha~l be  communicated by  the  Permanent 
-26-secretariat to the  Depositar~,  who  shall circulate it to all Parties for their 
ratification,  acceptance,  approval or accession  • 
.. 4.  Instruments: of ratification,  acceptance,  approval  or accession in 
resP,ect  of an  amendment  shall be deposited with the Depositary.  An  amendment 
adopted pursuant to paragraph  3  shall enter into force  for those Parties having 
accepted it on  the ninetieth day after the date of receipt by the Deposita,;y of 
an instrument of ratification,  acce~tance,  approval or accession by at  i~ast two 
thirds of the Parties to the  Convention which  were ·parties at the  time  of the 
adoption of.the amendment. 
s.  The  amendment  shall enter into force  for anyother Party on  the 
.ninetieth day after the date on which  that Party·deposits .with the.Depositary 
its instrument  of ratification,  acceptance or approval  of,  or accession to the· 
said amendment. 
6.  For the purposes  of this article arid article 31,  "Parties present  ,and 
voting"  means  Parties present. and casting an affirmative or,negative vote. 
Article  31 
Adoption and  amendment  of annexes 
1.  Any additional annex  to  the  Con~ention and any amendment  to an annex 
shall be proposed and adopted in accordance  with the procedure  for  amendment  of 
the  Convention set forth in article 30,  provided that,  in adopting an additional 
regional  implementation arinex or amendment  to any regional  implementation annex, 
the majority provided for  in that article· shall  include  a  two~thirds majority 
vote of the Parties of the  region concerned present and voting.  The  adoption or 
amendment  of an, annex shall be  communicated by the Depositary to all Parties. 
2.  An  annex,  other than an additional regional  implementation annex,  or 
an amendment  to an  annex,  other than an amendment  to any regional  implementation 
annex,  that has  been adopted in accordance with paragraph 1,  shall enter into 
force  for ail Parties to the  Convention six months  after the date of 
communication by the Depositary to such Parties· of  the adoption of  such annex·or 
amendment,  except  for  those Parties that have notified the Depositary in writing 
within that period of their non-acceptance of  such annex or amendment.  Such 
1nnex or amendment  shall enter into force  for Parties which withdraw  their 
notification 6f non-acceptance on  the ninetieth day·· after the date on  which 
withdrawal  of  such notification has  been received by  the Depositary.·. 
3.  An  additional  regional  implementation annex or amendment  to any 
regional  impJementation annex  that has  been  adopted in accordance with paragraph 
1,  sh~ll enter into force  for ali Par~ies to the. Convention six months.after the. 
date of the  communication by the Depositary to such Parties of  the adoption of 
such annex or amendment,  except  with respect to: 
(a)  any  Party thathas_notified the Depositary in writing,  within such six 
month period,  of its non-acceptance of  that additional-regional. 
implementation annex or of  the  amendment  to  the  regional 
implementation annex,  in which  ca'se  such annex or amendment  shall 
·enter into force  for Parties which  withdraw their notification of non-
acceptance  on the ninetieth day after. the date  on· which  withdrawal  of 
such notification has  been  received by  the Depositary;  and 
-27-(b)  any Party that has  made  a  declaration with respect  to additional 
regional  implementation annexes or amendments  to  ~egional 
implementation annexes  in accordance with article 34,  paragraph 4,  in 
which case any such annex or amendment  shall enter into force  for  sue: 
a  Party on  the ninetieth day after the date of deposit with the 
Depositary ·of· its instrument of ratification,  acceptance,. approval  or 
accession with respect to such  ~nnex or amendment. 
4.  If the 
amendment  to the 
into force until 
adoption· o·f  an annex or an amendment  to an annex involves an 
.Convention,  that annex or amendment  to an annex shall not ente: 
such  time  as  the  amendment  to the Convention enters into force 
Article  32 
Right  to vote 
1.  Except as provided for in paragraph 2,  each Party. to the Convention 
shall have  one vote. 
2.  Regional  economic  integration organizations,  in matters within their 
competence,  shall exercise their right to vote with a  number of votes equal  to 
the  number of their member  States that are Parties to the  Convention.  Such an 
organization shall not exercise its right to vote if a:ny  of its member  States 
exercises its right,  and vice versa. 
PART  VI 
FINAL  PROVISIONS 
Article  33 
Signature 
This  Convention shall be  opened for  signature at Paris,  on  14-15 October 
1994,  by States Members  of  the United Nations or any of its specialized agencies 
or that are Parties to  the Statute 6£  the  International Court  of Justice and by 
regional  economic  integration organizations.  It shall remain  open  for 
signature,  thereafter,  at the  United Nations  Headquarters  in New  York until  13 
October 1995. 
Article  34 
Ratificat·ion,  acceptance, ·approval. 
and accession 
1.  The  Convention shall be  subject  to ratification,  acceptance,  approval 
or accession by States. and  by regional  eco~omic integration organizations.  It 
shall be  open  for ·accession  from  the  day after the date  on  which  the  Convention 
is closed for signature.  Instruments  of ratification,  acceptance,  approval  or 
accession shall be deposited with the Depositary. 
2.  Any  regional  economic  integration organization which becomes  a  Party 
to the  Convention without  any of its member  States being a  Party to the 
-28-con~ention s~all be  bound by all the obligations under the Convention.  Where 
one or more  member  States of such an organizp.tion are also Party to  the 
convention,  the organization and its member  States shall decide  on· their 
respective responsibilities for  the performance of their obligations under the 
convention.  In such cases,  theorganization and  the·member States shall not be 
entitled to exercise rights under  the Convention concurrently. 
3;  I.ri  their instruments  o·f  ratification,  acceptance,  approval  or 
accession,  regional  economic  integration organizations shall declare the extent 
of their competence with respect  to the matters governed by the Convention. 
They shall also promptly inform.the_Depositary,  who  shall in turn inform the 
parties,  o! any substantial .modification in the  ~xtent of  th~i'r  comp~tence  .  . 
4.  In its instrument of ratification,  accepta~ce,  approval or accession, 
any  Party may declare  that,  with respect to it,  any additional  regional 
implementation annex or any amendment  to any regional  implementation annex shall 
enter into force only upqn  the deposit of  ii:s  instrument of ratification, 
acceptance,  approval or accession with respect thereto. 
Article  35 
Interim arrangements 
The  secretariat functions  referred to in article '23  will  be  carried out  on 
an interim basis  by  the  secretariat established by the General  Assembly of  the 
United Nations  in its resolution 47/188  of  22  December  1992,'  unti~ the 
completion of the first session of  the  Conference of the Parties. 
Article  36 
Entry into  force 
i.  The. Convention shall enter into force  on  the ninetieth day after the 
date of deposit of 'the fiftieth instrument of ratification,  acceptance, ·approval 
or accession. 
2.  For each State or regional .economic  integration organization 
rat:i.fying,  accepting,  approving or acceding  to  the_ Convention after the deposit 
of  the fiftieth inst.rument  of ratification,  acceptance,  approval  or accession, 
the  Convention shall enter into force  on  the ninetieth day·after the date of 
deposit  by such· State or regional  economic  integration organization of its 
instrument of ratification,  acceptance,  approval  or accession. 
.  .. 
3.  For  the  purposes of paragraphs  1  and  2,·  any  instrument deposited by  a 
regional  economic  integration organization shall not  be  counted as additional  to 
. those  deposited by Sta.tes  members  of the organization.· 
Article  37 
Reservations 
No  reservations  may  be  made  to this  Con~ention. 
-29-Article  38 
Withdrawal 
1.  At  any time after three years  from  the date on which  the Convention 
has  entered into force  for  a  Party,  that Party may withdraw. from  the Convention 
by giving written  notif~catiori to the Depositary: 
2.  Any  such withdrawal  shall take effect upon expiry of one year from  the 
date of receipt by  the Depositary of the notification of withdrawal,  or on  such 
later date as  may  be specified. in the notification of withdrawal. 
Article 39 
Depositary 
The  secretary-General of  the United Nations shall be  the Depositary of  the 
Convention. 
Article 40 
Authentic texts 
The  original of the present Convention,  of  which  the Arabic,  Chinese, 
English,  Frerich,.Russian and  S~anish texts are equally authentic,  shall be 
deposited with the Secretary-General of  the United Nations. 
IN  WITNESS  WHEREOF  the undersigned,  being duly authorized to that effect, 
have  signed the present Convention. 
DONE  AT  Paris,  this 17th day of June  one  thousand nine  hundred and ninety-
four. 
-30-ANNEX  I 
REGIONAL  IMPLEMENTATION
1
ANNEX  FOR  AFRICA 
Article  1 
Scope 
This  Annex applies  to Africa,  in relation to each Partyand in_ conformity 
with the Convention·,  in parti!=ular its article 7,  for  the purpose· of combating 
desertification and/or mitigating the effects· of drougiit  in itJs arid,  semi-arid 
. and dry sub-humid areas. 
Arti!=le  2 
Purpose 
The  purpose of this Annex,  at the national,  subregional  and  regional  levels 
Africa and in the light of its particular conditions;  is to: 
(a)  identify measures  and arrangements,  including the nature and processes 
of assistance provided by developed cotintry.Parties,  in accordance 
with the  relevant provisions of the Convention; 
(b)  provide  for  the·efficient and practical implementation of the 
Convention to address  conditions-specific to Africa;  and 
(c)  promote  processes  and activities relating to combating desertification 
and/or mitigating the  e-ffects of drought within the arid,  semi-arid 
and dry  sub-humid areas  of Africa. 
Article  3 
Particular conditions of the African region 
In carrying out their obligations under  the Convention,  .the  Parties shall, 
the  implementation of this Annex,  adopt  a  basic approach that takes  into 
cor::3ideration  the  following particular conditions of Africa: 
(a)  the high proportion of arid,  semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas; 
(b)  the substantial number of countries and populations adversely affected 
by deserti-fi_cation and by the frequent  recurrence of  severe  d:J;_ought; 
(c)  the  large  number  of affected countries that are land-locked; 
(d)  the widespread poverty prevalent in most  affected coUntries,  the large 
number of  least. developed countries among  them,  and  their need  for 
significant-amounts of external  assistance,  in the·form of grants  and 
loans  on  concessional  terms,  ·to. pursue- their development objectives; 
(e)  the difficult socio-economic.conditions,  exacerbated by deteriorating 
and  fluctuating  terms  of trade,  external  indebtedness  and political 
-31-instability,  which  induce  internal,  regional  and  international 
migrations; · 
(f)  the heavy reliance of populations on natural  resources  for subsistence 
which,  compounded by the effects of demographic  trends and  factors,  a 
weak  technological base  and unsustainaple production practices, 
contributes to serious resource degradation; 
'  (g)  the  insufficient institutional and legal  frameworks,  the  weak 
infrastructural base and the insufficient scientific,  tec~ical and 
educational capacity,  leading to substantial capacity-building 
requirements;  and 
(h)  the central role of actions to combat desertification and/or mitigate 
the effects of drought  in the national development priorities of 
affected African countries. 
·Article- 4 
Commitments  and obligations of 
African country Parties 
1.  In accordance with their respective capabilities,  African country 
Parties undertake to: 
(a)  adopt  the  combating of desertification and/or the mitigation of  the 
effects of drought  as  a  central strategy in their efforts to eradicate 
poverty; 
(b)  promote  regional  cooperation and integration,  in a  spirit of 
solidarity and partnership based on mutual  interest,  in programmes  and 
activities to combat  desertification and/or mitigate  the effects of 
drought; 
(c)  rationalize and strengthen existing institutions concerned with 
desertification and drought  and  involve other existing institutions, 
as  appropriate,  in order to make  them more effective and to ensure 
more  efficient use of resources; 
(d)  promote  the.exchange of  information on  appropria~e technology, 
knowledge,  know-how  and practices between  and  among  them;  and 
(e)  develop  contingency plans  for mitigating the effects of drought  in 
areas  degraded  by desertification and/or drought. 
2.  Pursuant  to the general  and specific obligations set out in articles  4 
and  5  of  the  Convention,  affected African country Parties shall aim  to:  -
(a)  make  appropriate  financial allocations  from  their national  budgets 
consistent with national  conditions  and capabilities and reflecting 
the  new priority Africa  has  accorded to the phenomenon of 
~esertification and/or drought;  _ 
-32-(b) 
(c) 
sustain and strengthen reforms  cu~cently i~ progress  towa~ds greater· 
decentralization and _resource  tenure  a·s  well as  reinforce 
participation of  local populations  and  ccimmtinities;  ahd  . 
identify and· mohilize m!w  and additional" national  financial  resources' 
a:t}d  expand,  as  a  matter of priority,  existing national·capabilit;ies 
and facilities to mobilize domestic financial  resources. 
Article  5 
Commitments  and obligations of developed 
country Parties 
1.  In fulfilling their obligations pursuant  to articles  4, __ 6  and  7  of -the 
convention,  developed country. Parties shall give priority to affected African 
country Parties and,  in this context,  shall: 
(a)  assist them  to _combat  qesertification and/or mitigate· the effects of 
drought  by,·  inter alia,  providing and/or facilitating access  to 
financial and/or other ·resources,  and promoting,  financing and/or 
. facil.itating  the  financing of the  transfer,  adaptation _and  access  to 
appropriate environmental  technologies  and know-how,  as mutually 
agreed and  in accordance  with national policies,  taking into account 
their adoption of poverty eradication as  a  central strategy;  ' 
{b)  . continue to allo.cate significant. resources  and,(  or in,crease  resources 
to  combat desertification and/or mitigate  the effects of drought;  and· 
{c)  assist them  iri" strengthening capacities to enable  theni to  improve 
their institutional  frameworks,  as  well. as  their scientific and  . 
teclmica:i.  capabilities,. information collecti.on and analysis,  and ...  · 
research and  development· for  the purpose  of combating-desertification 
and/or mitigating the effects o'f  drought.  ' 
2.  Other· country Parties  may  provide,  on  a ·~voluntary basis,  technology,  . 
knowledge  and  know"-how  relating "to  desertification and/or financial  resources:.· 
to affected ~frican country Parties ..  The  transfer of such knowledge,  know-how 
1d  techniques is facilitated by int.ernational cooperation. 
-·  Article  6 
Strategic planning  framework  for 
- sustainable development  ..  . 
l.  National action programmes  shall be  a  central and  integral part of  a 
broader process of  formulating  nationalpol~cies for  the·sustainable development 
.of affected African coUritry Parties. 
2.  A  consultative and participatory process  involving appropriate levels 
of government,  local populations,  communities  and  non-governmental  organizations 
shall be  undertaken to .provide guidance  on  a  strategy with flexible planning to 
allow maximum  participatiOt:l "from local populations  and  communities.  As 
-33-app~opriate,  bilateral and multilateral assistance agencies  may  be  involved in 
this process at the  request  of  an affected African country Party. 
Article· 7 
Timetable  for preparation of action programmes 
Pending entry into ·force of this Convention,  the Af'rican country Parties; 
in coope'ration with ·other members  of  the  international  commUnity,  as 
appropriate,  shall,  to  the extent possible,  provisionally apply those provisions 
of the Convention relating to the preparation of national,  subregional  and 
regional action programmes. 
Article  8 
Content of national action programmes 
1.  Consistent with article 10  of the Convention,  the. overall strategy of 
national action programmes  shail.emphasize integrated local development 
programmes  for affected areas,  based on  participato~y mechanisms  and on 
integration of strategies for poverty eradication int·o efforts to combat 
desertification and mitigate the effects of drought.  The  programmes  shall aim 
at strengthening  ~he capacity of local authorities and ensuring the active 
involvement of  local populations,  communities  and groups,·with emphasis  on 
education and· training,  mobilization of non-governmental. organizations with 
proven expertise and strengthening of decentralized governmental  structui-es.  .  ' 
2.  National  action programmes  shall,  as  appropriate,  include  the 
foliowing general  features: 
·  (a)  the use,  in developing and  implementing national action programmes,  of 
past experiences  in combating' desertification. and/or mitigating ·the 
effects of drought,  taking  ir.to account social,  economic  and 
ecological conditions; 
(b)  the  identification of  factors  contributing to desertification and/or 
drought and  the  resources  and capacities available and required,  and 
the setting up  of appropriate policies and institutional and other 
responses  and measures  necessary to combat  those phenomena  and/or 
mitigite their effects;  and 
(c)  the  increase in-participation of  local populations.and communities, 
including women,  farmers  and pastoralists,  and delegation to  them 'of 
more  responsibility for management. 
3.  National action programmes  shall also,  as  appropriate,  include  the 
following: 
(a)  measures  to  improve  the economic  environment with  a  view to 
eradicating poverty: 
(i)  increasing  incomes  and  employment  opportunities,  especially for 
the poorest members  of  the  community,  by:· 
-34-developing markets  for  farm and lives-tock products·; 
creating· financial  instruments suited to local needs; 
-
encouraging  dive~sification in agriculture and  the  setting-up 
. of  ~gricultural enterprises;  and 
developing economic activities of a  para~agricultural or non-
agricultural type·; 
(ii)  -·  improving  the ·long-term prospects of rural  economie_s  by ·the 
creation of: 
incentives· for productive  investment· and access  to the  '~!leans 
of production;  and 
price and tax p9licies and  commercial  practices that  p~omote · 
. growth; 
(iii)  defining and applying population and migration policies to reduce 
,population pressure on  la_nd;  and 
(ivf ·  promoting  the  use: of drought .resistant crops  and the application. 
of  integrated  dry~land farming systems·for food  security 
purposes;  .. ' 
(b)  measures  to conserve natural  resource~": 
(i)  ensuring integrated and-sustainable  manageme~t of natural 
resources  1  .  including: .' 
ag:r:ic~ltural'land and pastoral land; 
vegetation cover  and wildlife; 
forests;. 
water  resources;  and. 
biological diversity; 
.(ii)  training with regard to,  and strengthening,  public awareness  and 
environmental  education campaigns  and disseminating knowledge  of 
techniques  relating to the sustainable management  of.riat_ural 
- resources;  and 
(iii)  ensuring the development  and efficient use of diverse  energy 
sources,  the promotion of alternative sources·of  energy, 
particularly solar energy,  wind energy and bio-gas,- art9,7-"~l'ecific 
arrangements  for  the ·transfer,  acquisition and  adaptat:ion"of 
relevant  technology_ to alleviate the ·pressu·re on  fragile. natural 
resources; 
(c)  measures  to improve  institutional o-rganization: 
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--(i)  defining the roles  and responsibilities of central government  and 
local authorities within the  framework  of  a  land use planning 
.policy; 
(ii)  encouraging a  policy of active decentralization,  devolving 
respon~ibility-for management  and decision-making_ to local 
authorit1es,  and encouraging initiatives and  the assumption of 
responsibility by local ·communities and  the establishment of 
local structures;  an~ . 
(iii)  adjusting,  as  appropriat~,  the institutional and regulatory 
frall\ework of natural resource management  to provide security of 
land tenure for local populations; 
(d)  measures  to  improve knowledge.of desertification: 
(i)  promoting research and the collection,  processing and  ex~hange of 
information on the scientific,  technical and  socio-economic 
aspects of desertification; 
(ii)  improving national capabilities _in  research and  in the 
collection,  processing,  exchange  and analysis of  information so 
as ·to  incrE;!ase  understanding and to translate the  results of  the 
analysis into operational  terms;  and 
(iii)  encouraging the medium- and long-term study of: 
socio-economic  and cultural  trends  in affected areas; 
qualitative andquarititative trends  in natural resources;  and 
the interaction between climate and desertification;  and 
(e)  measures  to monitor·and assess  the effects of drought: 
(i)  developing strategies to evaluate the  impacts  of natural climate 
variability on  re.gional  drought  and  d~sertification and/or to 
utilize predictions of climate variability on  seasonal  to 
interannual  time scales in efforts to mitigate the effects of 
drought;· 
(ii)  improving.early warning and  response capacity,  efficiently 
managing  emergency relief and  food aid,  and  improving  food 
stocking and distribution systems,  cattle protection schemes  and 
public works  and alternative livelihoods  for  droug~t prone areas; 
and 
(iii)  monitoring and assessing ecological degradation to provide 
reliable  a~d timeYy information on  the process  and dynamics  of 
resource degradation in order to facilitate better policy 
.£:ormulations  and  responses. 
-36-Article  9 
Pr.epar:a~ion of national action  p:r;ogrammes  and 
implementation and  eval,U:ation  indicators -
~ach affected African country Party .shall designate an  appropriate national 
coordinating body ,to  fur1c~ion as  a  catalyst in the preparation,- implementat·ion 
'and evaluation· of· its national action programme.  This  coordinating body shall, 
in the  light  • of article  3  and  as  appropriate:· 
(a)  ·undertake an identit:ication and  review of actions,  begii1f;Ling  with a 
locaily driven consultation process,· involving local populations  and 
·communities  and with  the cooperation of local administrative  · 
authorities, -developed country Parties  and  intergo~ernmental and 
non-governmental organizations,  on  the basis of initial consultations 
of those  concerned at. the national  level; 
(b)  identify and analyse  the constraints,  needs  and gaps· affecting  __ 
development .and sustainable land use and  recommend practical measures 
to· avoid duplicat.ion by  makin";J  full use  of  relevant ongoing- efforts · 
and promote  implem~ntation-of results; 
(c)  facilitate,  design  and· formulate project activities based- on 
interact~ve,  flex:!-ble  appr:_oaches  in order to ensure,activ:e 
participation of  the population in affected areas,  t_()  minimize ,the 
negative  impact  of  such 31ctivities·,  and  to ideptify and prioritize 
requirements  for  financial- assi&t:ance  and  t·ec,hnic;al  cooperation;-
(d)  establish pertinent,  quantifiable and readily verifiable  indic:ators .to 
. ensure  the assessment  and  evalliati~n- of  riation~l action programmes, 
which  encompass  actions  in the short,  medi~m and  long  term~,  and of 
the  implementation of  such programmes;  and 
(e)  prepare progress  reports  on  the  implementation of  the  national action 
programmes. 
., 
Article.lO 
Organizational  framework of subregional 
action programmes 
1.  Pursuant  to article 4  of .the convention,  African country·Parties 'shall 
cooper_ate  in the preparation and  i-mplementation of ·subregional action programmes· 
for ·central,  ~astern,  northern,  southern· and western Africa  ap.d,  in that regard,· 
may  delegate  the  following responsibilities  to relevant  subregional·. 
intergovernmental  organizations: ·  · 
(a)  acting_,as  focal  points  for preparatory activities· and  coprdinating_ the. 
implementa  t_ion of  the  subregional action. programmes;  .. 
(b)  assisting  in_ the preparation and-implementation of  nat~onal actipn 
programmes; 
(c)  facilitating the_exchange'of  information,  experience and .know-how  as 
well as  providing advice  on  the  review of national  legislation;  and 
(d).  any_ ()ther  responsibil·ities  relating  to  the  implementation of 
s~regional action programmes.  · 
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·< 2.  Specialized subregional  institutions may  provide support,  upon 
request,  and/or' be entrusted with the  responsibility to coordinate activities  i 
their respective fields of  competence. 
Article 11 
C~ntent and preparation of-subregional 
act~on programmes 
Subregional action programmes  s'hall  focus on  issues  that are bette'r 
addressed at the  s~regional level.  They shall establish,  where  necessary, 
mechanisms  for  the  management  of  shared natural  resources:  Such  mechanisms 
shall effectively handle  transboundary problems  associate'd with desertification 
and/or drought  and shall  provi~e support  for  the harmonious  implementation of 
national action programmes.  Priority areas  for subregional-action programmes 
shall,  as appropriate,  focus  on: 
(a)  joint programmes  for the sustainable management  of  transboUndary 
natural  resources  through bilateral and multilateral mechanisms,  as 
appropriate; 
(b)  ·coordination of programmes  to develop alternative energy sources; 
(c)  cooperation in the management  and control of pests as  well, as of  plant 
and animal diseases; 
(d)  capacity-buildi.ng,  education and public awareness activities that are 
better carried out or supported at the subregional  level; 
(e)  scientific and  technical  cooperation,  particularly in the 
climatological, ·meteoroiogical  an~ hydrological  fields,  including 
networking  for data collection and assessment,  information sharing anc 
project monitoring,  and coordination and prioritization of  researc1 
and development  activities; 
(f)  early warning  systems  and  joint planning  for mitigating the effects of 
drought,  including measures  to address  the problems  resulting  from 
environmentally induced migrations; 
(g)  exploration of  ways  of sharing experiences,  particularly regarding 
participation of local populations  and  communitie~,  and creation of  an 
enabling  envir~nment for  improved land use. management  and  for use of 
appropriate technologies; 
(h)  strengthening of  the capacity of subregional organization's  to 
coordinate and provide  technical  services,  as  well  as  establishment, 
·reorientation and strengthening of· sUbregional  centres and 
institutions;  and 
(i)  development  of policies  in fields,  such as  trade,  which  have  impact 
upon  affected areas  and populations,  including policies for  the  · 
coordination of regional marketing  regimes  and  for  common 
infrastructure. 
-38-Article. 12. 
Organizational  framework  of the 
regional action p:rogramme. · 
.1.  -pursuant to article 11 of  the Convention,  African country Parties 
>hall  joi,ntly determine  the procedures  for preparing and· impl~menting the 
:egional action  p~ogramme. 
2.  The  Parties may provide-appropriate support-to_ relevant African 
:egional institutions and organizations  to.enable  them  to  ass~st African country 
?arties to fulfil their responsibilities under  the. Conventiop-.. 
Article 13 
Content of the regional action progr~e 
The  regional action programme  includes measures  relating to combating 
:-<Sertification_and/or-mitigating the.effects of drought  in the  follow~ng 
.. iori  ty areas,  as appropriate: 
(a}  development-Of regional  cooperation and coordination of subregional 
action programmes  for  building regional  consensus  on key policy areas, 
including through regular consultations of subregional  organizations; 
(b)  promotion of. capacity-building in activities which are better 
implemented at the regional  level;. 
(c)  the seeking of solutions with the  international  community to global 
economic  and  social  issues  that have  an  impact  on affected areas 
taking into account article 4,- paragraph  2  (b~  of  the Convention; 
(d)  promotion among  the affected country Parties of Africa and its 
subregions,  as-well as with other-affected regions, ·of exchange of 
information and appropriate  techniques',  techriical  know-how and 
relevant .experience;  promotion of scientific and  technological 
cooperation particularly in the fields of climatology,  meteorology, 
hydrology,  water  resource  development  and alternative energy sources; 
coordination of subregional:and regional  research activities;  and 
identification of  regional priorities·for research.and development; 
.  .  I 
(e)·  coo:r:;dination  of  networks  for systematic observation and assessment  and 
information exchange,  as well  as tl;leir_integration into.world-wide 
networks;  a'nd 
(f)  coordination of  and  reinforcement of subregional  and  regional  early 
warning  systems  and drought  contingency plans. 
Article  14 · 
Financi'al  resources 
'1.  Pursuant  to article- 2 0  of the  Convention.· and article 4 i  paragr,aph 2 I 
:tffected  African~country' Parties shalL endeavour  to provide  a  macroeconomic 
-39-framework  conducive to the mobilization of financial  resources  and shall develop 
policies and establish procedures  to channel  resources  more  effectively to local 
development  programmes,  including through non-governmental  organizations,  as 
appropriate. 
2.  Pursuant ·to  --article  21,  paragraphs  4.  and  5  of  the .  Convention,  the 
Parties agree  to establish an  inventory of sources of  funding at the national, 
sub~egional,  regional  and international levels to ensure the rational use of 
existing resources and  to .id~ntify gaps in  ~esource allocation,  to facilitate 
implementation of the action programmes.  The  inventory shall be  regularly 
reviewed and updated.  · 
3~·  Consistent with article. 7  of  the Convention,  the de;eloped country 
Parties shall continue  to allocate significant resources and/or -increased·. 
resources as  well as other forms  of assistance to affected African country 
Parties on  the basis of partnership agreements  and arrangements  referred to in 
article 18,  giving,  inter alia,  due  attention to  matt~rs related to debt, 
international trade and.marketing arrangements  in  acco~dance with article 4, 
paragraph 2  (b)  of the Convention. 
Article  15 
Financial  mechanisms 
1.  Consistent with article  7  of  the Convention underscoring the priority 
to affected Africa~ country Parties and considering-the particular situation 
·prevailing in this-region,  the Parties shall pay special attention to the 
implementation in Africa of  the· provisions of articie 21,  paragraph 1  (d)·  and 
_(e)  of the Convention,  notably by: 
(a)  facilitating the establishment of  mechanisms,  such as national 
desertification funds,  to channel  financial  resources  to the local 
level;  and 
'·. 
(b)  strengthening existing funds  and  financial  mechcnisms at the 
subregional and regional  levels.· 
2.  Con.sistent with articles  20. and  21  of  the Convention,  the Parties 
which are also members  of  the governing bodies  of  relevant  regional  and 
subregional  financial  insd.tutions,  including the African Development  Bank  and 
the African Development  Fund,  shall promote efforts to give  due priority and 
attention tO  the actiVitieS  Of  1 thOSe  institutionS that advance· the 
implemen.tation of this Annex . 
.3.  The  Parties shall streamline,  to  the  extent possible,  procedures  for. 
channelling  funds  to affected African  ~ountry Parties. 
-40-Article 16 
. Techriical  assistance.Jnd cooperation 
The  Par_ties undertake,  in accordance with their  r~spective
1 
capabilities,  to 
t:"atiorialize . technical assistance  to.,  and c,ooperation with,  African country 
Parties with a  view to increasing project anci  programme  effectiveness by, 
inter alia: 
(a)  limiting the cost's -of ·supp'brt measures· and· backstopping·,  especially 
overhead cos.ts; · in any case,  such costs shall only represent an. 
appropriately low percentage of  the total cost of th,e project so as  to 
maximize project efficiency;.  •.  .  ·  ... 
·(b)  giving preference to  the utilization of  competent natior{al  experts or, 
where  nec.essary,  competent experts  from witlii'n the subregion and/or 
··region,  in project design,  preparation arid  implementation,  and-to the 
building of local. expertise where it does  not exist;  and 
(c)  effectively managing  and coordinating,  as  well as efficiently 
utilizing,  technical assistance to be provided. 
Article 17 
Transfer,  acquisition,  adaptation  and access-to 
environmentally sound  technology  · 
In implementing article 18  of the Convention  relating to trapsfer, 
acquisition,  adaptation and development of  technology,  the Parties undertake to 
give priority to African country Parties and,  as necessary,  to develop with  them 
new  models  of partnership.  and cooperation with a  view to streng,thening capacity-· 
building in the fields of scientific·research and  development  and  information 
collection and dissemination to enable  them to implement  their strategies to 
combat desertification and  m~tigate the effects of  dro~glit  .. 
Article 18 
'  . 
Coordination  and  partners~ip agreements 
1.  African country Parties _shall  coordinate  the preparation,  negotiation 
and  implementation of national,. subregional  and regional action programmes. 
They :may  invoive,  as appropriate,  either  Par-ties  and  rele_vant  intergovernmental 
and non-governmental .o-rganizations  in this process.  " 
2.  ·The objectives of  suc_h  coordination shall -be  to ensure that financial 
and  technical  cooperation is co11sistent with the-Convention  and to provide the· 
necessary  ~6ntinuity in the use and administration· of  resources. 
3.  African country Parties shall ·C?rganize  consultative processes at the 
n~tional,. subregional' and regional  levels.  These  consultat~ve processes  may: 
(a)  serve  ~s a  .forum to negotiate and conclude partnership agreements 
based on ·national,  subregional  and  region~l action programmes;· and 
-41-(b)  specify the contribution of African country Parties and other members 
of  the consultative groups  to the programmes  and identify priorities 
and .agreements  on  implementation and evaluation indicators:,  as  well  as 
funding  arrangements  for  implementation. 
4.  The  Permanent Secretariat may,  at the  requ~st of African country 
Parties,  pursuant to ar.ticle  23 ·of the Convention,  facilitate the  convocation of 
such consultative processes by:  ..  .  · · · ·  · 
(a)  providing advice  on  the organization of·effective consultative 
·arrangements,  drawing on experiences  from other such arrangements; 
(b)  providing information to relevant bilateral and multilateral agencies 
concerning consultative meetings or processes,  and encouraging their 
active involvement;  and 
(c)  ·providing-other information that may be relevant in es,tablishing or 
improving consultative arrangements. 
5.  The  subregional  aq.d  regional coordinating bodies shall,  inter alia: 
(a)  recommend appropriate adjustments  to partnership agreements; 
,  I 
(b)  monitor,_'assesf\1  and report on  the  implementation of the agreed 
subi:egi,onal  and regional· programmes;  and 
(c)  aim to ensure efficient communication and cooperation among  African 
country Parties. 
6.  Participation in the consultative groups  shall,  as  appropriate,  be 
open to  Governm~nts,  interested groups  and donors,  relevant organs,  funds  and 
programmes  of the United Nations  system.,  relevant  subregional and regional 
organizations,  and representatives of relevant non-governmental organizations. 
Participant~ of each consultative group shall determine  the modalities of its 
management  and operation. 
7.  Pursuant to article 14  of  the.Convention,  developed country Parties 
are encouraged to develop,  on their own  initiative,  an  informal process of 
consultation and  coordination among  themselves,  at the national,  subregional  and 
regional  levels,  and,  at the request of an affected African country Party or of 
an appropriate subregional or regional organization,  to participate in a 
national,  subregional or regional  consultative process that would evaluate and 
respond. to assistance needs  in order to.facilitate implementation. 
Article  19 
Follow-up  arrangements 
Follow-up ·Of  this Annex  shall be carried out  by African country Parties in 
accordance with  the  Convention as  follows: 
• 
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(b) 
(c) 
at the national  level,  by a  mechanism  the· composition of which should 
.be determined by  each affected African coUntry Party and  which shall 
include representatives. of local communities  and shall  function  under  . 
. ·.the supervision of' the national coordinating .body referred' to in . 
art,icle 9; 
at the sUbregional  level,  by a  multidisciplinary scientific and 
technical,consultative  comm~ttee,· the composition and modalities of 
operation of  which shall be  determined  }:)y  the African country Parties 
of the subregion concerned;  arid 
1 
at the regional level,  by mechanisms  defined in accordance with  the, 
.relevant provisions of.the Treaty establishing the African Economic 
Co~unity, .and by an African ·scientific and Technical Advisory 
Committee. 
. .  .  , 
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. . ANNEX  -II 
REGIONAL  IMPLEMENTATION  ANNEX  FOR  ASIA 
Article 1 
Purpose 
The purpose of this Annex is to provide guidelines and arrangements  for  the 
effective implementation of the Convention in the affected country Parties of 
the Asian region  iri the light of its particular conditions. 
Article  2 
Particular conditions of the Asian region 
In carrying out their obligations under  the  Convention,  the Parties shall, 
as appropriate,  take into consideration the  following particular conditions 
~hich ·apply in varying degrees  to the affected country Parties of the region: 
(a)  the high proportion of areas  in their territories affected by,  or 
vulnerable to,  desertification and drought  and the broad diversity of 
these areas with regard to climate,  topography,  land use and socio-
_economic  systems; 
(b)  the heavy pressure on natural  resources  for livelihoods; 
I 
(c)  the existence of production systems,  directty related to widespread 
poverty·,  leading to land degradation and to pressure on scarce water 
resources; 
(d)  the significant impact of conditions  in the world  economy and social 
problems  such as poverty,  poor health and nutrition,  lack of food 
security,  migration,  displaced persons  and demographic  dynamics; 
·(e)  their expap.ding, but still insufficient,  capacity 'and institutional 
frameworks  to deal  with national desertification and drought problems; 
and 
(f)  their-need for international cooperation to pursue sustairable 
de·velopment  objectives relating to combating desertification and 
mitigating_the  eff~cts of drought. 
Article  3 
Framework  for national action programmes 
1.  Nat.ional  action programmes  shall be  an  integral part of broader-· 
national policies for sustainable development of  the~·affected country Parties of 
-the region. 
2.  The  affected country Parties shall,  as  appropriate,  develqp national 
· action programmes pursuant  to articles  9  to  11  of  the Convention,  paying special 
-44-attention to  ar~icle io,  paragraph 2  (f).  As  appropriate,  bilateral and 
. multilateral cooperation agencies  may  be  involved in this process at the reqtiest 
· of the:.affected country Party concerned. 
Article 4 
NationaJ  action programmes 
l  ~  In preparing a:nd  implementing national action programmes  I  . the  c affected·. 
country Parties of the region,  consistent with their  respec~ive circumstances 
and policies,  may,  inter alia,  as ·app:ropriate: 
(a)  designate appropriate bodies  responsible for the prepa_rat.ion, 
.coordination and  implementation of their action programmes; 
.  . 
(b)  involve affected poptllations,  including local  ~ommUnities,  in-the 
.. elaboration,' coordination and implementation of their action 
programmes  through a  locally driven.consultative process,  with the 
cooperation of  local authorities and·relevant n:ationa:i  and 
rion-governmental·o~ganizations;  . 
(c)  surv~y the:state of the environment  in affected a;reas  to assess  the 
causes  and consequences  of  d~sertification and to determine·priority 
. areas  for act.ion;  ... 
(d)  .evaluate,  111ith  the participation of affected populations,.  past and 
curr~nt programmes  for  combating  deserti~ication and mitigating the 
effectsof.drought,  in order to design a  strategy and elaborate 
. activit:ies in  th~ir action programmes; 
(e)  prepare.technical and financial  programmes  based on the  information 
derived from  the activities in subparagraphs  (a)  to.. (d);. 
(f)  develop and utilize procedures  and benchmarks  for evaluating 
implementation of  theirac~ion programmes; 
(g)  promote the  integrated management of drainage basins,  the conservat.iori 
of  soil.  resources,  and  the  enhancement  and efficient use of water 
resources; 
(h)  strengthen ,and/or establish information,- ev~l\iatiori and  follow-up  and 
early warning systems  in regions prone  to desertification and drought, 
taking account ·of  climatological,  meteorological,  hydrological, 
biological and other relevant  factors;  and ... 
(i)  ·formulate in a· spirit of· partnership,  where  international cooperation,. 
·.including financial  and  technical  resources,  is involved,  appropriate. 
arrangem~nts supporting their action programmes. 
2.  Consistent with article  10  o·f  the Convention,  the overall strategy of· 
national action programmes  shall  emphasize  integrated local development  .. 
programmes  for·affected areas,  based on participatory mechanisms  and on the· 
. integration of  st~ategies for poverty eradication into· efforts to  combat 
desertification an9.  mitigate the  effe'i:::ts  of drought.  Sectoral  measures  in the 
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action  progra~es shall be grouped in priority fields  which  take account of  the 
broad_ diversity of affected areas  in the region referred to in article 2  (a) . 
Article  5 
Subregional  and joint action programmes 
1.  Pursuant to. article .11 ·of .the Convention,  affected 'co\mtry Parties  in 
Asia may  mutually_agree to consult ~nd cooperate with other Parties,  as 
appropriate,  to prepare and  implement subregional or joint action programmes,  as 
appropriat~.  in  o~der to complement,  and increase effectiveness in the 
implementation of,  national action programmes.  In either case,  the.reievan!: 
Parties may  jointly agree to entrust subregional,  including bilateral or 
national organizations,  or specialized institutions,  with responsibilities  · 
relating to the prepara.tion,  coordination and  implementation  Qf  programmes. 
such organizations or institutions rriay  also act as  focal points for  the--
promotion. and coordinat.ion of actions pursuant to articles  16  to  18  of the 
Conventi<:m. 
2.  In preparing and  implementing subregional or joint action programmes, 
the affected coun-try Parties of the  region ·shall,  inter alia,  as  appropriate: 
(a)  identify,  in cooperation with national institutions,  priorities 
relating to combating desertification and  ~itigating the effects of 
drought  which can better be met  by such programmes,  as  well as 
relevant activities which  could be effectively carried otit  through 
them; 
(b)  evaluate the operational capacities and activities of relevant 
·regional,  subregional  and national  institutions; 
(c)  assess existing programmes  relating to desertification and drought 
among .all or some  parties of the  region or subregion and their 
relationship with national action programmes;  and 
(d)  formulate  in a  spirit of partnership,  where  international cooperation, 
including financial  and technical resources,  is involved,  appropriate 
bilateral and/or multilateral arrangements  supporting the  programm~s. 
3.  Subregional or joint action programmes  may  include agreed joint 
programmes  for  the  sust_ainable  management· of transboundary natural  resources 
relating to desertification,  priorities·for coordination and other activities in 
the fields of capacity-building,  scientific and  technical cooperation, 
partfcuiarly drought early warning  systems  and  information-sharing,  and  mean;;  of 
strengthening the  relevant  subregional  and other organizations or institutions. 
Article 6 
Regional  activities 
Regional activities for  the  enhancement  of subregional or joint action 
programmes  may  include,  inter alia,  measures  to strengthen institutions and 
mechanisms  for coordination  and.· cooperation at the national,  subregional  and 
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/ regional  levels,  and to promote  the  implemerita tion of articles 16  to  1-9  of. the 
Convention.  These activities may  also include: 
pro~oting and strengthening technical cooperation  netror~s; 
.:{b)  preparing inventories of technologies,  knowledge, .kriow-how and 
practices; as well  as  traditional and local  technologi~s and  know-how, 
and promoting their dissemination and use; 
(c)  evaluating the. requirements,  fo:r  technology transfer and promoting  the-
adaptation and use of such technologies;  and 
(d) 
'  '  '  _. 
encouraging public awareness  programmes  and-prom.oting capacity-
build,ing at all levels,  strengthening training,. research and 
development and building systems ,for human 'resource development .. 
Article 7. 
- Financial· resources-and  m~chanisms 
1.  The·. Parties shall,  in view of the  importance· of combating_ 
desertification and mitigating the.effects of drought  in the Asian region, 
promote  the l!lObilization of substantial financial  resources  and the availability. 
of financial 11\echanisms,  pursuant to artic;les  20_and  21  of the Convention.· 
·2.  In conformity with the Convention and on  the basis of the  coordinatl~g 
mechanism provided for in art.icle  B  and  in accordance with their national· 
·development policies,  affected country"Parties of  the-region shall,  indi"Vidually 
or jointly:  ·  -
(a)  adopt·measures  to rationalize and strengthen mechanisms  to  supply 
funds  through public  and private- investme·~t  ·with a  view to achieving 
specific results in'action to combat desertification and mitigate the 
. effec,ts of drought; 
{b)  identify internation.al  cooperation requirements- in support· of national 
efforts,  particularly financial,  technical  and technological;  arid 
(c)  promote  the participation of'bilatera'i and/or multilateral financial 
cooperation institutions with a  view to ensu;-irig  implementation of  the 
Convention. 
3.  The  Parties shall s_treamline,  to  the extent possible,. procedures  .. for 
channelling' fll!lds. to affected country Parties  in the ·region  .. ·  ·  · 
Article  8 
Cooperation  apd coordinationmechariisms 
1.  Affected. country Parties,_ through the appropriate bodies  desi'griated 
pursuant  to article 4, :paragraph  1  (a)-,·. and other Parties in the  region,  m~~, 
~ppropriat~,  set up  a  mechanism for,  inter alia,  the  following,purposes: 
/ 
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as (a)  exchange of information,  experience,  knowledge  and know-how; 
(b)  cooperation and coordination o£ actions,  including bilateral and 
multilateral arrangefuents,  at the subregional and regional levels; 
(c)  promotion of scientific,  technical,  technological and financial 
cooperation pursuant to articles  5  to 7; 
(d)  identification  .. -of'  'external cooperation requirements; and 
(e)  follow-up  and evaluation of the  implementation of action programmes. 
2.  Affectedcountry Parties,  through the appropriate bodies designated 
pursuant to article 4,  paragraph 1  (a),  and other Parties in the region,  may· 
also, .as appropriate,  consult and coordinate as  regards  the national, 
subregional  and joint action programmes.  They may  involve,  a~_appropriate, 
other Parties and relevant  intergovernmental  and non-governmental organizations 
in this process.  Such coordination shall,  inter alia,  seek to secure agreement 
on opportunities for international cooperation in accordance w.ith articles 20 
and  2l_of  the Convention,  enhance technical cooperation and channel  resources  so 
that they are used effectively. 
3.  Affected count·ry Parties of the region shall hold periodic 
coordination meetings,  and  the  Permanent Secretariat may,  at their request, 
pursuant to article 23  of the Convention,  facilitate the  convocation of  such 
.  '  coordination meetings  by:. 
(a)  providing advice on tre organization of effective coordination 
arrangements,  drawing  on experience  from other such arrangements; 
(b)  providing  information to relevant bilateral and multilateral agencies 
concerning coordination meetings,  and encouraging ·their active 
involvement;  and 
(c)  providing other information that may  be  relevant  in establishing or 
improving coordination processes. 
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REGIONAL  IMPLEMENTATION  ANNEX  FOR 
LATIN AMERIC.l\,  AND  TH~.  CARIBB-EAN 
Article  1 
Purpose 
The  purpose  of this Annex  is to p:t-ovide  general :guidelines  ··for· the 
implementation of  t:,he  ConventiC?n  in·the Latin.American  e~.nd  Caribbean region,  in 
Light of  it~ particul~i 'conditions. 
Article  2: 
Particular conditions of the Latin.American 
and  c~ribb~an region 
The·Parties shall,  in accordance with the provJ.sJ.ons  of.the--convention, 
ke  into consider'ation the  following particular condi  tiona of the regi9n: 
(a)  the existence of broad expanses  which 'are vulnerable  and have  been 
severely affected by desertification ·and/or drought  and in  ~hich 
diverse characteristics·may.be observed,  depending  on  the area _in 
which they occur;  this cumulative and intensifying process has 
negative social,  cultural,  economic  and environmental  effe~ts which 
are all the more  serious in that the  region contains one of  the  · 
large,st  :r:esources  of biological.diversity in the  world; 
(b)  . the· frequent  use of unsustainable  development practices in affected 
areas. as  a  result of  compiex · interactions among  phys,ical,  biological, 
political,  social,  cultural and economic  factors,  including 
international economic  factors  such,  as  external  indebtedness, 
deteriorating terms of trade and trade practices which affect markets 
for agricultural,  fishery and.forestry products;  and 
•  I  0  - - I 
(c) .  a  sharp  dr.op  in _the  productivity of .ecosystems  bei-ng  the main· 
consequence of desertification and drought_,  taking  the _form  of  a 
decline  in  agricultur~l,  livestock and forestry. yields  and  a  loss of 
biological diversity;  from  the social point of  view,  the results  a~e 
impoverishment,  migration, . internal population movements',  and the 
det~rioi:-ation of the quality of life;  the. region will therefore have· 
to adopt  an integrated approach  to p:....-iJlems  of desertification .and 
drought  by promoting sustainabie development  models  that are  in 
keeping- with the ,environmental,  economic  and social situation:in each 
country.  · 
Article.3 
Action programmes 
1.  In conformity with  the Convention,  in particular its articles  9  to· 11·, 
nd in accordance with their national development  policies,·. affected country 
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Parties of  the  region shall,  as appropriate,  prepare and  implement national 
action programmes  to combat desertification and mitigate the effects of .drought 
as  an integral part of their national policies for sustainable development. 
Subregional  and regional' programmes  may be·prepared and implemented-in 
accordance  with_the requirements of  the region. 
2.  In the preparation of their national action programmes,  affected 
country Parties of the  region shall pay  particul~r attention to artic.le  10, 
paragraph  2  (f)  of  the  Convention. 
Article  4 
·Content of nati_onal  action progranunes 
In the light of their respective situations,  the affected country Parties 
ot the  region may  take account, .inter alia,  of the following  thematic issues  in 
developing their national strategies for action to combat de.sertification and/or 
mitigate  the effects of drought,  pursuant to article  5  of  the Convention: 
(a)  increasing capacities,  education and public awareness,  technical, 
s:cientific and  technological  cooperation and  financial  resources  and 
mechanisms; 
(b)  eradicating poverty and  improving  the quality of  human  life; 
(c)  achieving food·security and sustainable development  and management  o~ 
agricultural,  livestock-rearing,  forestry and multipurpose  act·i~it.ie's ;' 
(d)  sustainable management  of natural resources,  especially the rational 
management  of drainage basins; 
(e)  sustainable management  of natural  resources  in high-altitude areas; 
(f)  rational management  and conservation of soil resources  and 
exploitation and efficient use of water resources; 
. (g)  formulation and application of emergency plans to mitigate the effects 
of  drought; 
(h)  strengthening and/or  establi~hing information,  evaluation and 
follow-up  and  ~arly warning  systems  in areas prone to desertification 
and drought,  taking.account of  climatological,  meteorological, 
hydrological,  biological,  soil,  economic  and social factors; 
ti) ·  developing,  managing  and efficiently using diverse  so~rces of  energy, 
including  the promotion of alternative sources; 
(j)  conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity in accordance  with 
the provisions of  the  Convention  on Biological Diversity; 
(k)  consiqeration--of  demographic  aspects  related to desertification and 
drought;  and 
(1)  establishing or strengthening institutional and  legal  frameworks 
permitting application of the Convention  and  aimed,  inter alia,  at 
-so-decentralizing administrative structures and functions  relating to 
desertification _and  drought,  with the participation of affected · · 
communities· and society .in general·;  · 
Article  5 
.  .  .  . 
. Technical,  scientific and  technological  cooperation 
·In conformity with the  C~nvention, .in particular· its· articles 16  to 18,  and 
on the basis of the coordinating mechanism provided  fori~ article 7,  affected 
country Parties ~of  the. region shall,  individually or jointly: 
(a)  promote  the strengthening of.technical cooperation networks  and 
national,  subregional.and regional  information systems, .as well  as 
their integration,  as appropriate,  in world-wide sources of 
information; 
(b)  ·prepare an  invent.ory .of available •  technologies  and know-how  and 
promote  their dissemination and use; 
.  . 
(c)  promote  the use of traditional technology,  knowledge,  know-how  and 
practices pursuant to article 18,  paragraph 2  (b),  of  the Convention; 
{d)  id~ntify transfer of technology requirements;  and  ... 
(e)·· promote  the development,  adapt~_tian,. adoption af_ld  transfer of .relevant 
existing and new  environmentally sound .  technologies·.  ~ 
·Article  ·6 
Fina~cial resources· and mechanisms 
In conformity with the Convention,  in particular its articles 20  and  21,  on 
·the basis -of  the coorqiri.ating mechanism pr-ovided  for in article 7  and in 
accordance  with their national development policies,  af~ected country  Part~es of 
the region shall,  individually or jointly: 
(a)  adopt measures  to rationalize and strengthen mechanisms  to supply 
funds  through public and private investment with a  view to achieving · 
sp~_cific results in action to· combat  desertification and  m~tigate 'the 
effects of'drought;. 
(b)  identify international cooperation requirements  in support of national 
efforts;·and 
. ''> 
{c)  promote-the participation of bilateral and/or multilateral financial 
cooperation  institutioris.with~· view  to ensuring  implem~ntation of· the 
convention. 
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Institutional  framework 
1.  In order to give  ~ffect to this Annex,  affected country Parties of  the 
region shall: 
'  ' 
(a)  establish and/or strengthen national  focal  points to coordinate action 
t.o  combat  deserti'fi_cation and/or mitigate the effects of drought;  and 
(b)  set up  a  mechanism to coordinate the national  focal  points  for  the 
following purposes: 
(i)  exchanges of  information and experience; 
(ii)  coordination of activities at the  subregional  and regional 
levels; 
(iii)  promotion of technical,  scientifi~,  technological and financial 
cooperation; 
(iv)  identification of external cooperation requirements;  and 
(v)  follow-up  and evaluation of the  implementation of action 
programmes. 
-2.  Affected country Parties of the  region shall hold periodic 
coordination meetings  and the  Permanent Secretariat may,  at their request, 
pursuant to article 23  of  the Convention,  facilitate the convocation of such 
coordination meetings,  by: 
(a)  providing advice on the organization of effective coordination 
·.arrangements  1  drawing  on  experience  from, other such arrangements  i 
(b)  providing  inflormation to relevant bilateral and multilateral agencies 
concerning coordination meetings,  and.encouraging their active 
involvement;  and 
(c)_  providing other information that may  be  relevant in establishing or 
improving coordination processes. 
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.·REGIONAL  IMPLEMENTATION  ANNEX  FOR 
'.fHE  NORTHERN  MEDITERRANEAN 
Article 1 
Purpose· 
The  p~rpose of this Annex  is to provide  guideli~es  -and  arrangements 
. necessary for  the effective. implement_ation of the Convention  in affected country 
Parties of the northern Mediterranean region in the light of its Pcartl.cular 
conditions. 
Article  2 
Particular con9itions of the northern 
Mediterranean  region 
The  particular 'conditions of the northern Mediterranean .region referred to 
in, article 1  include: 
(a).  semi-arid climatic condit;ions  affecting large areas,  seasonal. 
droughts,  very high rainfall variability·and sudden and high-intensi'ty 
rainfall;·  •• 
. {b)  poor. and highly i;!rodible soils,  prone  to develop  su.r~ace crusts; 
) 
(c)  ~uneven relief with steep slopes and very diversified landscapes; 
(d)  extensive fores,t  coverage  losses  due  to frequent' wildfires; 
(e) .  crisis conditions in traditional agriculture with associated land 
abandonment  and deterioration of soil and water conservation · 
structures; 
(f)  unsustainable exploitation of·water resources  leading to serious 
environmental  dCI,mage,·  including chemical pollution,· sa,lipi,-zatic;m  and 
exhaustion of aquifers;  and' 
(g)  concentration of  economic activity in coastal areas as·a result of 
urban growth,  industrial  ~ctivities,· tourism and irrigated'. 
agriculture. 
., 
Article  3 
Strategic planning  framework·for 
sustainable development 
1.  National  action programmes  shalt be a·centr:al  and integral part of  the 
strategic planning  framework  for. sustainable development  of  the affected.count:ty 
Parties of  the northern Mediterranean. 
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of government,  local communities and non-governmental organizations,  shall be 
undertakl!I:l  to provide guidance on  a  strategy with flexible planning to allow 
maximum  local participation,  pursuant to article 1.0,  paragraph 2  (f)'of the 
Conventi()n.  \ 
Article 4 
Obligation  to 'prepare national action 
.  programmes  and  timetable 
Affected  coun~ry Pa~ties of the northern Mediterranean region shall  ~repare 
national action programmes  and,  as appropriate,  subregional;  regional  or· joint 
action programmes.  The  prepar·ation of  such prpgrammes  shall be finalized as 
soon as practicable. 
Article 5 
Preparation and  i~plementation of 
national  action pragrammes 
· In preparing and  implementing national action programmes  pursuant to 
articles  9  and  10  of  the Convention,  each affected country Party of the  region 
shall,  as  appropriate: 
(a)  designate appropriate bodies  responsible for  the preparation, 
coordin~tion and implementation of its programme; 
(b)  involve affected populations,  including local  communitie~,  in the 
eJ.aboratiC'In,  coordination and  implementation of the  programme  through 
a  locally drive~ consuitative process,  with the cooperation of  local 
authorities and relevant non-governmental organizations; 
(c)  survey the state of the  environment in affected areas  to assess  the 
causes and consequences of desertification and  to determine priority 
areas  for action; 
~ 
(d)  evaluate,  with the participation of affected populations,  past and 
current programmes  in order. to design a  str~tegy and elaborate 
activities in the action programme; 
(e)  prepare  technical and financial  programmes based  on  the  information 
g·ained  through  the activities in subparagraphs  (a)  to  (d);  and 
(f)  develop and utilize procedures  and benchmarks  for monitoring and 
evaluating the-implementation of  the programme. 
Article_6 
Content of national action programmes 
·A-ffected country Parties of  the  region may  include;  in their national 
action programmes,  measures  relating to: 
-54-(a)  legislative,  institutional and administrative areas; 
(b)  land use patterns,  management  o£  water  resources,  soil .conservation, 
forestry,  agricultural activities  ~nd pasture and  range  management; 
(.c)  management  and conservation of wildlife and other· forlns  of biological 
diversity; 
(d).  ·protection against forest  fires; 
(e)  promotion of· ·alternative· livelihoods;  and  .. 
(f)  r.esearch,  tr~ining" and public awareness. 
"  Article  7 
Subregional  I  regl.onal  and joint action progra.miiles 
.  -
1.  Affected country Parties- of the region may,  in accordance  with article-
11  of the Convention,  prepare and  implement  subregional and/or regional_action 
rogrammes  in order_ to complement  and  increase the efficiency cif  national action 
programmes.,  Two  or mo~e affected country  Partie~ of  the  region,  may  similarly 
agree  to prepare a  joint action progx:amme  between or among  them. 
'  .  . 
2.  The  provisions of  articles·S and  6  shall  apply mutatis mutandis·to the 
preparation and  implementation of subregional,  regional  and  joint action  _ 
programmes.  In  addit~on,  such  programmes  may  include the  conduct.of  research 
and development  activiti.es concerning selected ·ecosystems· in affected areas. 
_  _--3.  Ii:l  preparing and  implementing subregional,  regional or joint· action 
progran:tmes,  affected country !?arties of the region shall,  as.appropriate: 
(a)  identify,  in co,operation 'with national  institutions,  national 
objectives relating to desertification which  can better be  met  by such 
programm~s and  relevant act_ivit::i.es  which  cou'ld, be  effectively carried-
out  through them; 
(b)  evaluate  the operational ca:pacities ·and ·activities of  relevant 
regional,  subregional and'natiorial institutions;  and 
(c)  assess-existing programmes  relating  to_  desertification among  Parties 
of  t:he .region and  their·. relationship with national a'ction  programmes . 
. , 
Article  8 
Coordination of subreg,ional,  regional 
and joint action programmes 
Affected ccn,mtry-Part{es preparing a  s-~regional,  regional or  joint action 
programme  may  establish a  coordination  comm~ttee composed of  representatives:of 
each affected country Party concerned-to  review progress  in combating 
desertification,  harmonize national action programmes,  make  recommendations-at 
the  various·- stages of preparation and  implementation of  the  subregional i 
-ss-regionaLi  or· joint action programme,  and act as  a  focal point for the promotion 
and coordination of technical cooperation pursuant  to articles 16  to 19  of  the 
Convent. ion. 
.  Article 9 
Non-eligibility for  financia·l  assistance  · 
In implementing national,  subregional,  regional  and joint action 
programmes,  affected developed country Parties of tne region are not eligible to 
receive financial  as~istance ~der this Convention. 
Article 10 
Coordination with other subregions and regions 
Subregional,  regional and joint action programmes  ..  in the northern 
Mediterranean region may  be prepared and  implemented in collaboration with those 
qf other subregions or regions,  particularly with those of  the subregion of 
northern Africa. 
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Declaration made by the European Community pursuant to Article 34(2) and (3) of the United 
-Nations Convention to Combat Desertification." 
In accordance withthe provisions of  the Treaty establishing the Europeah Economic Community, 
as amended by the Single European Act and the  Treaty on· European Union,  the Community is 
co111petent to adopt measures concerning the protection of  the environment and in particular to 
combat  desertification.  Tht;  Community  is  also  competent  in  the  field. of  agriculture.  It  is 
competent to  sign  international  agreements  relating  to  szich  matters  and  to  the,  field of 
development cooperation.  It enjoys exclusive competence in the field of  trade;  The  Community 
legislative  acts and programmes listed below are  illustrative  of the  Community's spheres of 
competence. 
The  Community will in future  be able  to assume additional responsibilities by the  adoption of 
. legislative instruments or cooperation measures specifically designed to combat desertification.  .  . 
. List of  legislative acts and Community progra~mes  contributing to combating 
desertification. 
General instruments 
Resoh.ltion of the Council ~d  the Representatives- of the. Governments of the Member States, 
meeting within the Council, of 1 February 1993 on a Community programme of  policy and action 
in relation to the eqvironmentand sustainable development  (OJ Cl38, 17 May 1993). 
Communication  from the  Commission  to  the  Council  and  Europeari  Parliament  concerning 
development cooperation policy in the run-up to 2000 (SEC {92) 915 final). 
Financi~l instruments 
Council  Regulation· (EEC)  No  4254/88  of 19 .December  1988  laying  down  prov1s1ons  for 
implementing Regulation (EEC) No 2052/88  as  regards  the European Regional Development 
. Fund (OJL 374/15, 31.12.1988).  . 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  4256/88  of  19  December  1988  laying  down  provtstons  for 
·.  implementing Regulation (EEC) No 2052/88 as-regards the European Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund - (EAGGF), Guidance Section  .. Council Regulation (EEC) No 443/92 of 25 February 1992 on financial and technical assistance 
to, and economic cooperation with, the developing countries in Asia and Latin America (OJ L-52, 
27.2.1992). 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1762/92 of 29 June 1992 on the implementation of the Protocols 
on  financial  and  technical  cooperation  concluded  by  the  Community  with  Mediterranean 
non-member countries. 
Council  Regulation (EEC) Nq  1763/92 of 29 June  1992  concerning  financial  cooperation in 
respect of  all Mediterranean non-member countries. 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 1973/92 of  21 May 1992 establishing a financial instrument for the 
environment (LIFE) (OJ L 206, 22.7.1992). 
Council Regulation (EC) No 1164/94 of 16 May 1994 establishing a Cohesion Fund (OJ L 130/1, 
25.5.1994). 
Council Regulation (EC) No 3062}95  of 20 December 1995  on operations to  promote tropical 
forests (OJ L 327, 30.12.1995).  ·  · 
Decision of  the Council ~d  the Commission of25 February 1991 on the conclusion ofthe·Fourth 
ACP-EEC Convention. becision 91/400/ECSC, EEC (OJ L 229, 17.08.1991). 
Commission communication in acc_ordance with Council Regulation (EEC) No  1973/92 of 21 
May  1992  establishing a financial  instrument for the environment (LIFE),  relating  to  priority 
actions to be implemented in 1995 (OJ C 139, 21.5.1994). 
Council Regulation (EEC) No. 722/97 of  22 April 1997 on enviroiunental measures in developing 
countries in the context of  sustainable development (OJ L 108, 24.5.1997). 
Regulation (EEC) No 1118/88 of 25  April  1988 concerning specific measures to encourage ~e 
development of  agriculture in certain regions of Spain. 
Regulation (EEC) No 1610/89 of 29 May 1989 concerning the development and exploitation of 
woodlands in the rural areas of  the Community. 
Regulation (EEC) No 3906/89 of 18  December 1989 on economic a!d  to  certain countries of 
Central and Eastern Europe (OJ L 375, 23.12.1989). 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2078/92  of 30  June  1992  on  agricultural  production methods 
compatible with the requirements of  the protection of  the environment and the maintenance of  the 
countryside.  · 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2080/92 of 30 June 1992 instituting a Community aid scheme for 
forestry measures in agriculture. Council Regulation (EEC) No 2158/92. of 23 Ju(y 1992 on protection of  the Coinmunity~s forests 
against fire. 
Research programmes. 
Council  Decision  (89/625/EEC)  of 20  November  1989  adopting  two  specific  research  and 
development programmes  in  the  field  of the environment  - STEP  and  Epoch (OJ  L  359/9, 
8.12.1989).  . 
Council Decision (91/3'54/EEC) of 7 June 1991  adopting a specific research and technological 
development programme in the field of  the environment (OJL 192/29, 16.7.1991). 
Council Decision (94/911/EC) of 15 December 1994 adopting a specific programme of research 
and technological development, including demonstration, in the field  ofenvironm~ent and climate 
(OJL36111,31.12.1994).  . 
'.. ,· 
·:· Financial statement 
concerning the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification 
1. Title of operation 
Conclusion of the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification. 
2. Budget headings involved 
B?-8110:  Contribution to international environmental activities 
3. Legal basis 
Articles 130r (4),  130y, 228(2) and first subparagraph of Article 228(3) of the Treaty 
establishing the European Community. 
4. Description of operation 
4.1. Overall objective 
Annual  contribution to  the  administrative expenses  of the  UN Convention to  Combat 
Desertification  in those  countries  experiencing  serious  drought  and/or  desertification, 
particularly  in Africa,  an objective which  is  in line  with  the aim of  all  international 
conventions on environment to which the Community is a Contracting Party. 
4.2. Period covered by the operation 
Indefinite:  the duration of the Convention has not been fixed by the Contracting Parties. 
However, under Article 38 of the Convention, a Contracting Party may withdraw from  .  ' 
it at any time, three years from the date on which it entered into force. 
The first year of payment of contribution will be 1999. 
5.  Classification of expenditure 
5.1. NCE 
5.2.DA 
5.3  No revenues foreseen 6.  Type of expenditure , 
100% subsidy for joint financing with other sources in the public sector. 
7. Financial impact 
7.1  Method of Calculating cost operation (definition of unit costs) 
A-lthough no scale of  assessment has yet been established, the costto the Community has 
been calculated on the bases of similar Conventions (Biodiversity, Climate Change, etc) 
to which the Community is a Contracting Party. This works out at a maximum of 2. 5 % 
of the Convention's administrative budget, about ECU 600 000.  ' 
Total costs: ECU600 000 
8. Fraud ·prevention measUres 
An audit procedure, as negotiated between the Commission and UN bodies,  will apply  .. 
The accounts and financial management of all funds shall be subject to both internal and' 
external  audit process  of. the  U  ni~ed Nations.  The Financia.J. Rules  of -the  Convention 
requires the UN to  provide an interim statement of accoun.ts  to. the Conference of  the 
Parties during the second year of the  financial  period and a finaL audited statement of 
accounts for the full financial period soon afterwards. 
9. Elements of cost-effectiveness analysis 
9~1 Specific and quantifiable objectives; target population 
Halting and reversing the  trend  in  desertification will undoubtedly  improve  the  living 
conditions of the poor, particularly in Africa. 
9.2 Grounds for the operation 
The Convention will contribute to the realisation of the objectives. of Chapter 12 of the 
Fifth Action Programme on the  Environment and strengthen the aims of the ACP-EU , 
-wine  Convention.  Furthermore,  it  is  in  line  with  the  commitment&  made  by  the 
Community at the Rio Earth Summit. 
9~3 Mon!toring and evaluation of the operation 
. A Committee on Science and Technology is  being set up  under Convention toestablish 
benchmarks. and indicators on the  implementation of t11e  Convention . The Committee 
will report regularly  to  the  Conference of the  Parties.  Each  Party  is  expected to  give 
progress report to the COP  on implementation of its National Action Programme. 
C:; 
·' 10. Aclministrative expenditure (Section III, Part A of the budget) 
Actual mobilization of the necessary administrative resources will depend on the Commission's 
annual  decision on the allocation of resources,  taking  into  account  the  number  of staff and · 
additional amounts authorized by the budgetary authority. 
10.1 Effect on the number of posts. 
No ad(litional staff  will be required. 
Type of post  Staff  to  be  assigned  to  Source  Duration  .  managing the operation 
Permanent  Temporary  Existing  Additional 
posts  posts  resources in  resources 
the  DG  or 
department  . -
'  concerned 
Officials  A  1  1  None 
or  B 
temporary  c 
staff 
Other :resources  ' 
Total  1  1 
10.2 OveraJl fmancial impact of additional human resources 
No additional human resources required. 
10.3 Impact on other administrative expenditures as a result of the operation 
ECU 
Budget heading  Amounts  Method of calculation 
A-1300  6000  see below 
Total  6000 
These expenses will be covered through the redeployment of existing resources. 
1) Missions:  1 mission/year for one offiCial 
(Permanent Secretariat of CCD- New York). 
Duration: 7 days 
(travel and subsistence  ECU 2 000) 
2  meetings/year  "Conference of the Parties!intersessional" for one 
official (in New York and in a developing country). 
· Duration: maximum 7 days  each mission 
(travel and subsistence: ECU 2 000 x2  =  ECU 4 bOO) 
, Total: ECU 6 000 .~ 
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